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ÀBSTRACT

Foraging behaviour of American I.Thite Pelicans (p. ervth-
rorhynchos) was studied at Dauphin River, Manitoba, Canada

in 1985 and 1986. Pelicans concentrated foraging activity
around dusk and dawn and were more active at night than dur-
ing the day. Time-dependent changes in activity appeared

related to predicted fish abundance. Proximate facLors such

as temperature and wind speed also modified the timing of

foraging activity. Most pelicans at Dauphin River foraged

near the base of rapids, especially at night. Foragers pre-

ferred slow-moving water less than one meter in depth.

Pelicans most frequently joined small foraging flocks.
The total number recruited to flocks increased with flock
size. OnIy during daylight hours did pelicans selectively
join flocks that were capturing prey. During the day, peli-
cans departed a flock when capture rates were declining.

Pelicans used six distinct foraging strategies which dif-
fered in flock size, structure, relative degree of coordina-

tion among participating flock members and foraging success.

Only uncoordinated foraging strategies were frequently
formed by the restructuring of existing flocks. The most

coordinated strategies were also the most effective and,

except for Semicircles, were employed by the most foragers.

l_1.1



Semicircles were the most highly coordinated foraging strat-
egy of all. Pelicans using this strategy captured the larg-
est number and size of fish, but could evidently use this
strategy only in special circumstances of prey clumping and

Iocation. The greater feeding success of pelicans using

coordinated strategies indicates a degree of cooperation.

Socially facilitated feeding behaviour $Ias also demonstrated

by a positive rel-ationship between rates of bill dipping and

flock size independent of prey capture. Other foraging

adaptations included flock movement in the direction of

greatest foraging success which vras higher in the front than

the middle or back of flocks, "leap-frogging" from Lhe rear

to the front of flocks, and enhanced search effort in the

form of increased rate and duration of bifl dipping combined

with decreased turning immediately after prey capture. Pel-

icans also preferentially foraged in habitats where rates of

prey capture were highest.

1V
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GENERÀL INTRODUCTION

Arnerican white Pelicans (Pelecanus ervthrorhvnchos) breed

from southern interior British Columbia to western Ontario

in Canada, south to California, northern Utah, southern Mon-

tana and South Dakota in the United States (Codfrey 1986).

In Manitoba, pelicans breed on the islands and reefs of sev-

eral shallow lakes in the southern half of the province.

Pelicans travel up to 100 km from their breeding colonies to
lakes, rivers and marshes where they feed (palmer 1976, Lin-
gle and Sloan 1980). Pelicans prefer to feed in shallow

waterbodies (nnopf and Kennedy 1980, LingIe and Sloan 1980).

They are surface feeders which capture prey by plunging

their heads under water and scooping up fish in their gular

pouches. Pelicans forage throughout the day, but have peaks

of feeding activity in the early morning and late evening

(Palmer 1976). Some studies suggest that pelicans also for-
age at night (Schaller 1964, O'Ma11ey and Evans 1984). As

my first objective in this study, surveys of Dauphin River,

Manitoba, were performed in 1 985 and 1 986, to determine

where pelicans foraged and loafed during the day and night,

and to identify factors which potentially influenced abun-

dance, size and location of foraging and loafing flocks.

This material is treated in Chapter 1.

1-



2

Às indicated above, most American white Pelicans foraged

in groups. For group foragers, the ability to find food can

be significantly increased when birds use the presence or

absence of conspecifics as a measure of food availability
and location (waite 1981), or actively join successful for-
agers ( Iocal enhancement, Thorpe 1 956) . For seabirds,

flocks often form around a single forager that Iocates food

(uotfman et aI. 1981). Flocks subsequently build up rapidly
until the food source dissipates or is depleted, then dis-
band as feeding rates drop off (Bartholomew 1942, Porter and

Sealy 1982). A second objective of this study (Chapter 2)

vras Lo determine how foraging flocks form and breakup. The

importance of food availability on the decision to join or

leave a flock was also examined.

Pelican foraging flocks can exhibit a range of sizes,

shapes and may differ markedly in the extent to which activ-
ities within the group are coordinated as they search for
food. Recognizably different patterns of foraging wiII be

referred to as different foraging strategies. Many species

use a variety of such strategies. Àmerican Kestrels (nalco

sparverius), for example, not only search for prey while

actively flying and hovering, but also use a sit-and-wait
strategy and will occasionally hawk for insects (nudotptr

1982). A similar classification of strategies was used for

Northern Shrikes (lanius excubitor) (t'lcHicholl- 1972). Iden-

tification, description and analysis of pelican foraging
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strategies constituted a primary part of this study (Chapter

3). Most studies of pelican foraging describe cooperative

feeding flocks in which foragers either trap or herd a

school of. fish (Cottam et al. 1942, Anderson 1987). In

these studies, the existence of cooperation has been

inferred by the behaviour of foraging pelicans; there has

been no investigation of whether or not the participating
members of these flocks benefit from such formationsr ês is
more usually implied by the term cooperation (Brown 1975).

Àssessing the extent of cooperation within foraging strat-
egies was one of my main objectives. I also looked for man-

ifestations of social facilitation, where the presence of

conspecifics stimulates birds to eat more food and at faster
rates (Tolman and Wilson 1965, Turner 1965). In addition,
variables such as flock size, activity patterns and forager

location may also influence rates of searching and feeding,

and were examined as part of my analysis of foraging strat-
egies in Chapter 3.



CHÀPTER 1.

DI STRI BUTI ON

DIURNÀL AND NOCTURNAL

OF FORÀGING AMERICAN

PATTERNS OF ÀBUNDÀNCE ÀND

I.THITE PELI CANS

INTRODUCTION

Àmerican white Pelicans (Pelecanus ervthrorhvnchos) tra-
ditionally have been assumed to be diurnal, although a few

researchers have observed them feeding at night (Goss 1888,

Hall 1925, Low et aI. 1950, SchalJ-er 1964). O'Malley and

Evans (1984) provided qualitative evidence suggesting that
foraging activity along a riverine site v¡as highest at

night. However, no systematic examination of the distribu-
tional patterns or of the foraging behaviour of these noc-

turnally active pelicans yet exists.

American white Pelicans range widety in search of food,

often travelling from 50 to over 100 km from their breeding

colonies (Cottam and Williams 1939, Low et aI. 1950, Behle

1958, Lingle and Sloan 1980, Trottier et al. 1980). During

the breeding season, white pelicans prefer to forage on

freshwater lakes, rivers and marshes, but have also been

seen on small ponds having fresh or brackish water (Pa1mer

1976, Lingle and Sloan 1 980 ) . Factors influenc ing the

selection of feeding sites are at present not documented,

-4-



5

but appear to be related primarily to the relative abundance

and accessibility of fish. Knopf and Kennedy (1980) sug-

gested that pelicans used Pyramid Lake, in Nevada, when

spawning Tui Chubs (Cita bicolor) moved into the shallows in

Iarge numbers during June. Àbundance of foraging pelicans

at a Iake not normally used increased dramatically after
declines in water leve1s stranded Carp (Cvprinus carpio) and

other fish species in shallow water. Similar preferences

for shallow water have been documented in the Great White

Pelican (p. onocrotalus) of Àfrica (Cuittet and Crowe 1981,

1983).

This study uses surveys of Dauphin River and Lake Winni-

peg to determine the distributional patterns of foraging and

Ioafing pelicans during both day and night. Factors poten-

tia1ly influencing pelican distribution, especially those

attributes of preferred foraging locations, were examined.

Environmental factors such as temperature, wind speed, water

depth and speed, which could potentially influence abun-

dance, size, and location of foraging and loafing flocks,
were also examined.



MATERIÀLS ÀND METHODS

Studv area

American White Pelicans vrere studied on and adjacent to

Dauphin River, a river 54 km long and located in south-cen-

tral Manitoba, Canada (51058'N, 98o07'w) that carries water

from Lake St. Martin northeast to Lake Winnipeg (rlg 1).

The areas examined included a 6 km2 section of Lake Winnipeg

shoreline and adjacent water extending directly northeast

from the river mouth, and a 17 km stretch of river extending

upstream (southwest) from its mouth (fig 2). The closest
known pelican breeding colony contained 3800 nests and was

located at St. Martin Is1es, 50 km northeast from the mouth

of Dauphin River (Koonz 1987).

The width of Dauphin River Ín the study area ranged from

50 to 210 m, averaging 115 m. Vegetated banks, rising from

5 to 30 m above the water level, extended for 12 km upstream

from the river mouth. River bank vegetation was predomi-

nately willows (Salix spp. ) , white birch (getula papvrif-

era), jack pine (Pinus banksiana) and spruce (Picea spp. )

intermixed with some trembling aspen (Populus tremuloides).

Low lying shoreline areas extending 12 to 17 km from the

river mouth were dominated by sedges (Carex spp. ) and mead-

ow grasses, while sparse stands of bullrush (Scirpus spp.)
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Figure 2. Map of Dauphin River and Lake Winnipeg study sites

showíng: A) road, B) upriver habitat, C) white water

region of rapids, D) ínlermediate habitat, with associated

islands and mudflat, E) downriver, and F) Lake llinnipeg.
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9

and reedgrass (phraqmites communis) occurred interrnittently
near the shoreline. The river substrate was rocky and fair-
1y homogeneous; relative water turbidity was low and aquatic

vegetation virtually nonexistent. A road adjacent to the

northern river bank provided easy access to the entire study

area.

Various locations along Dauphin River were visited by

canoe in Àugust (1985) and water depths were measured. For-

ty deep-water samples were taken using an enumerated nylon

rope that yras attached to the base of a 200 x 300 flñ, 2000 g

metal weight. À wooden meter stick was used for sampling

water depth in shallow water. Thirty estimates of surface

water speed were made by tossing a piece of wood in the riv-
€rr approximatery 10 m from the northern shore and recording

the time required for it to travel 10 m downstream. Addi-

tionar vrater depth and water speed measurements vrere taken

in 1986.

For data collection and analysis, Dauphin River vras seg-

regated into four distinct habitats (rig 2l based on a com-

bination of location, water depth and speed: A)Upriver -
The area extending farther than 12 km upstream from the riv-
er mouth, where banks were Iow, and the water was deep (2-q

m, at midstream), with slow current (<O.S m/s), B)Rapids -
This included the region extending from 6 to 12 km upstream

from the river mouth, where the water was shallow (<0.S m

deep) and moving fast (>2 n/s); C) Intermediate - This habi-
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tat extended for 3 km downriver from the base of the rapids.

The river v¡as shallow ( <1 .5 m) near mid.stream and had a

water speed of 1-2 n/s; D) Downriver - An area of deep (2-5

m) and slow-moving (<1 rn/s) water extending 3 km upstream

from the river mouth.

glater depth increased more rapidly from the southern than

the northern shore. A channel approximately 2 m deep was

located 1 5 to 25 m from the south shore and extended upriver
for 12 km. Sandbars vrere present in the region extending

frorn 2.5 to 5.5 km upstream from the river mouth (fig 2).

Tl¡o vegetated islands, 50x100 m in area, were situated near

these sandbarsr êguidistant from the two shores. Sandbars

became prominent during late summer of 1985, but most lrere

absent during the following spring when water leve1s in Lake

St. Martin vrere 1m higher (Uuey Hunter, pers. comm.).

Fish distribution and activitv patterns

The most common species of fish found within or near Dau-

phin River include: Cisco (Coreqonus artedii), lake whi-

tefish (C. clupeaformis), northern pike (Esox lucius), white

sucker (Catostomus commersoni ) , Iongnose sucker (C. catasto-
mus), burbot (r,ota lota), yellow perch (perca flavescens),

walleye (Stizostedion vitreum), sauger (S. canadense), emer-

ald shiner (Notropis atherinoides), spottail shiner (N. hud-
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sonius), fathead minnow (Pimephales promelas), brook stick-
leback (Culaea inconstans), johnny darter (Etheostoma

exile), trout-perch (Percopsis omiscomavcus) (neleher 1952,

Scott and Crossman 1973, Lysack 1980, 1981)

À11 except burbot, cisco and whitefish spawn in the shal-
lows of rivers and lakes from May to mid-June (Scott and

Crossman 1973). Most species of fish are active within 30

min of dusk and dawn, when they move into shore to feed

(emery 1973). YeIlow perch, minnows and darters form rela-
tively smaIl schools in rivers in early May. They are fre-
quently found in water less than 1 m in depth during day-

light hours (Keast and We1ch 1968, Emery 1973, HaIl and

Werner 1977). Yellow Perch are most active from 0600-0800

hrs and 1800-2200 hrs (Hasler and Bardach 1g4g).

Wa1leye, sucker, trout-perch, burbot, whitefish and cisco

are nocturnal species that move into shore at dusk and

remain active in shallow water until dawn (Carlander and

Cleary 1949, Lawler 1969, Emery 1973, Engel and Magnusson

1976, Rudstam and Magnusson 1985). The periods of greatest

activity, in order from highest to lowest, are: 1) Watleye

and sauger. 2000-0700 hrs, 1900-2000 hrs and 1500-1900 hrs,
2) Sucker: 2200-0600 hrs and 1000-1200 hrs, 3) Lake whitef-
ish and cisco: 2000-0700 hrs (see references above).

Lake whitefish made spawning runs up Dauphin River to
Lake St. Martin from early August to mid-September. Small
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schools of minnovrs were observed periodically during day-

light hours, but whitefish greatly exceeded all other spec-

ies of fish during the summer study period (Huey Hunter,

Chris and Helgy Einarsson, pers. comm.). These sources, and

results from fish-tagging experiments (Ken Carnpbell, pers.

comm. ) , suggested that extended spawning runs occurred pri-
marily around dusk (1900-2300 hrs), with smaller ones imme-

diately after dawn ( 0600-0800 hrs ) , around noon ( 1 000-1 300

hrs) and the afternoon (1600-1900 hrs). Many whitefish made

spawning runs at night, but at unpredictable times.

PeI ican abundance and distribution

À flock was defined as any group containing pelicans that
were within approximately 5 m of each other (O'MaI1ey and

Evans 1982a). Foraging flocks consisted of birds that were

on water and were actively striking (dipping) their bills
into water; this is characteristic of foraging behaviour in
this species (Palmer 1976). Loafing flocks consisted of

birds that were standing on a solid substrate, such as

exposed sandbars or in shallow water adjacent to shore, and

v¡ere not dipping for food. The síze and location of aII
foraging and loafing flocks observed on the river and adja-
cent lake were recorded onto data sheets during vehicle-
based surveys performed from 31 May to 10 June and 23 August
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to 5 September in 1985, and from 11 to 28 May in 1986.

These seasons will be referred to as spring (Uay, June) and

summer (August, September), respectively. Locational infor-
mation included the distance of flocks from the river mouth

(to the nearest 100 m) and from the nearest shore (to the

nearest 10 m). Type of substrate (shoreline, sandbars,

isrands or rocks) used by each loafing frock was recorded.

Foraging flock density was determined from estimates of the

average distance between neighbouring pelicans. The values

recorded for group density were based on the following
inter-pelican distance: 1)verv hiqh densitv - one biII
length, z)Dense between one bill length and one body

length, 3)Moderate density between one and tvro body

lengths, 4)low density two to three body lengths, and

5)Verv low densitv - greater than three body lengths.

The starting location for surveys was arternated between

the lake shore and the farthest point upriver. In 1985,

surveys were performed in the morning (0430-0830 hrs, CDT),

near midday (1030-1430 hrs), in the evening (1700-2000 hrs)

and at night (2300-0300 hrs). In 1986, nocturnal surveys

were replaced by afternoon (1430-1830 hrs) surveys and the

timing of transects performed during both the midday and

evening were changed to 1130-1300 hrs and 2000-2200 hrs,
respectively. Transects required approximately 90 min to
complete during daylight hours and 120 min at night. AI1

observations v¡ere made with either 10x50 Bushnell binoculars
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or an infrared night scope (Jave1in, model #325), depending

on lighting conditions. Due to the limited visual range of

the infrared scope (300 m) and obstructions created by riv-
erbank vegetation, nocturnal transects only extended from 0

to 4 km and 13 to 17 km from the river mouth. À total of 52

surveys were performed in 1 985 and 28 in the following
spring. Many morning surveys were aborted in 1985 due to
the presence of dense fog which obscured much of the river.

A compass and hand-held anemometer (t'lgt-S500, Le Natural-
iste, Rimouski, Quebec) were used prior to each survey to
discern wind direction and speed. The relative amount of

cloud cover was estimated. Daily temperature and rainfall
data were obtained from the local meterological station at
the Dauphin River Hatchery.

variations in the abundance and distributional patterns

of foragers and loafers were assessed primarily with Krus-

ka1-Wa11is (x) rank tests (Neter and Wasserman 197Ð. To

determine if any combination of environmentar parameters

could exprain the variation in forager and loafer abundance

observed during the daytime surveys, stepwise regression v¡as

used in conjunction r¡ith tests for determining maximal-r-

squared and Mallows Cp coefficient (Berenson et aI. 1983).

The suitabirity of temperature, windspeedr r€lative cloud

cover, date and time of day as predictors of pelican abun-

dance v¡as tested for each model. Linear regression was used

to test the above moders and to determine if the totar abun-
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dançe of foragers or roafers arong the river vras related to
flock size. correration anarysis was used to establish
whether or not the number of loafers increased with forager

abundance.
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RESULTS

PeI ican abundance

Daytime abundance (¡¡ pelicans x survey- r ) of at1 peli-
cans, whether foraging or loafing, varied significantly over

seasons (table 1). significantry more pelicans were arong

Dauphin River during the summer than either spring. peli-

cans r¡¡ere more numerous in spring of 1986 than the preceed-

ing spring. Day-night comparisons, in the river regions

extending from 0 to 4 km and 13 to 17 km from Lake Winnipeg,

revealed no significant difference in number of pelicans

during the spring (mean + s.d.: day=199.6t70.35 pelicans x

survey- I , N=1 I vs. night=2 01 .7172.55, N=9; t=0.07 , p>0.90 )

or summer of 1 985 (day=1 353 .1!571.52, N=1 6 vs

night=1 608 .0!71 0.03, N=9; t=0.98, p>0.30 ) . In contrast to
the river, significantly more pelicans used Lake Winnipeg in
the spring of 1985 than in either the summer or the folrow-
ing spring (rabte 1 ). The area covered by the lake study

site was three times larger than the river site, but the

latter contained from 5- to 200-ford more pericans during
the day.

Foraqers. Diurnal river foragers were significantty more

abundant in summer than in either spring season (rabIe 2).
Flocks r.rere also more numerous, but signif icantly smaller,
in summer. Of the spring study periods, foragers v¡ere

srightly (but not significantly) more abundant along the

river in 1986 than 1985, while flock size was similar in the
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Table 1. Mean t
both river and

s.d. number of

lake habitats

pel icans per

(N surveys in

survey during the day in

parenthesis).

Sea son 1

Hab i tat
Spring '85

(18)
Summer '85

(16)
Spring '86

(28 )

Ri ver

Lake

Tota I

263 .0r 1 06 . 564

47 . 1t49 .7 5a

310.1195.82

1827 .9t452.35b

9.1r13.66b

1837.1t451.05

355 . 7t I 58 .44c

10.6t15.33b

366 . 3t 1 64 .12

37.40 < 0.001

9 .97 < 0.01

1t/ulu., in
d i fferent

same row having different
at p=Q.05 (Mann-WhitneY U

superscriPts are
test ) .

significantly
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Table 2. Mean + s.d. nr-rnber of foragers per sun¡ey and foraging flock size during

the day.

Seasonl

Variable Habitat Spring '85 Surrmer '85 Spring '86 K p

N surveys 18 L6 28

N foragers River 53.6t57.64a 2gg.5t251.54b 107.4!g7.zoa ß.67 <0.001
x survey'

Lake L2.2!26.63 9.1113.66 1,.7!2.45 1,.34 >0.50

r(p) River 16.28(<0.001) 23.25(<0.001) 38.63(<0.001)
vs. lake

Ftock size River g.2t24.37a 3.7t34.90b 7.8!L6.25a 677,02 <0.001
N flocks 105 1294 387

t-ake 3.6113.184 1.110.96b 1.511.39a 19.93 <0.001
6t 130 31

r(p) River 22.72(<0,00L) 2.14(>0.10) 20.72(<0.001)
vs. lake

lsee Table 1, footnote
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two years. On the lake, the number of foragers did not dif-
fer significantly among seasons (rable 2). Flocks were sig-
nificantly smaller on the lake during the summer than in
either spring. Diurnat foragers were more numerous and

flock sizes rarger arong the river than the lake during both

spring study periods (rable 2). During the summer, foragers

were more numerous on the river, but flocks vrere similar in
size in the two areas.

Nocturnal foragers on the river vrere significantly more

numerous in summer than spring of 1985, but ffocks were

larger in the spring (table 3). Comparing nocturnal_ tran-
sects with the same portion of river surveyed during the day

reveared that larger numbers of foragers and rarger flock
sizes vrere present at night in both spring and summer (table

3). Wide ranges in foraging flock size, from 1 to 200 peli-
cans in spring and 1 to 900 pelicans in summer, account for
the high variance observed during periods of greatest activ-
itv.

In spring, forager abundance (nig 3ArC) and flock size
(fig 4ArC) were high within an hour of twilight in evening

and, to a lesser extent, in morning. Numbers of foragers

remained high throughout the night, with minor peaks in
abundance and flock size ocurring in early afternoon. In

summer (nig 3Br 48), peaks in flock size and number of for-
agers occurred from 2200 to 0200 hrs, with smaller peaks

around 1100 hrs. summer flock size peaked at 1730 hrs (rig
48).
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Table 3. Mean t s.d. number of diurnal and nocturnal foragers per

survey and foraging flock size in 1985.

Per i od

Variablel Season Day Night K p

N forager¡ Spring 51.7!56.72 160.7t78.21 11.01 <0.001
x survey-' ( 18) (9)
( N surveys )

summer 292.5t252.67 622.1t394.20 5.39 <0.05
(16) (e)

r (p) Sprins 12.88(<0.001) 10.96(<0.001)
vs. summer

Fl ock s i ze Spri ng 9 .8t25 .54 28.9!40 .24 19.81 <0.001
(ru rlocks) (95) (50)

Summer 3 .8t35 . 93 9 .7t40 .84 45.45 <0.00 1

(1220) (578)

K (p) Sprins 252.09(<0.001) 121.55(<0.001)
vs. summer

1Ar.u, sampled extended from 0-4 km and 13-17 km from the river mouth
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Figure 3. Temporal changes in abundance of foraging and

loafing pelicans, plotted on a semi-log scaler oo Dauphin

River and Lake Winnípeg study siEes combined during

(n) spring '85, (e) summer '85, and (c) spring '86.

Nocturnal transects \^/ere performed in 1985 and covered

477" of the river study area. Horizontal bars show morning

and evening twilight.
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Figure 4. Temporal changes in flock size of foraging and

loafing pelicans, plotted on a semí-log scale, on Dauphin

River and Lake t{innipeg study sites combined during

(n) spring '85, (n) summer '85, and (c) spring '86.

Nocturnal transects were performed in 1985 and covered

477" of the river study area. Horizontal bars show

morning and evening Lwilight.
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Loafers. niurnal loafers along the river vrere signifi-
cantly more abundant, and formed larger flocks, in summer

than either spring (table 4). No significant difference in
number of loafers or size of flocks occurred between either
spring. on the rake, loafers were significantry more abun-

dant in spring 1985 than any other time. Loafing frock size

on the lake was similar between springs. pelicans $¡ere nev-

er seen loafing on or near shores of the lake during summer.

significantly more pelicans loafed along the river, than the

rake, during all seasons (rable 4). Loafing frocks did not

vary significantly in size between these two habitats.

During night, roafers were significantly more numerous

and formed larger flocks in the summer than spring (rabte

5). Loafers were more abundant during the day than night in
spring, but not summer (table 5). Loafing frocks were sig-
nificantly larger during summer nights, but not in spring.

Pelicans normally roafed during periods of row foraging
activity; increase in number of loafers during the day usu-

a1ly followed decrines in number of foragers (rig 3A-c).

sudden increases in loafer abundance between 1100 and 1230

hrs (rig 3À-B) were associated with both the influx of peli-
cans into Ðauphin River from the breeding corony, located 50

km northeastr or other areas and the cessation of foraging

by local flocks. Peaks in loafing also occurred around

morning twilight and late evening. No consistent pattern of

variation in loafing flock size was seen throughout the

solar day (rig 4A-C).
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Table 4. Mean I s.d. nr¡nber of loafers per suñ/ey and loafing flock size during

the day.

Seasonl

Variable Habitat Spring '85 St¡rmer '85 Spríng '86 K p

N sunreys 18 16 28

N loafers River 20g.4!86.32a t528,qr461.02b 248.3!L48,8f 35.22 <0.001
* sur-"y-1

l¿ke 34.9140.81a 0.010.00b 8.9115.26c 20.77 <0.001

r(p) River 24.56(<0.001) 26.s9(<0.001) 41.70(<0.001)
vs. Iake

Flock size River 25.5133.43a 90.91115.31b :t.7148.814 59.31 <0.001
N flocks 748 269 279

Lake 30.0131.81 22.7!76.84 0.00 >0.90
21011

r(p) Ríver 1.37(>0.20) 0.41(>0.50)
vs. lake

lSee Table 1, fooËnote
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Table 5. Mean t s.d. number of diurnal and nocturnal loafers per

survey and Ioafing flock size in 1985.

Peri od

Variablel Season Day Night K p

N lcafers. Spring 136.1t57.63 41 .2139.95 1 1.88 < 0.001
x survey-r ( 18) (9)
( N surveys )

Summer 1092.5t561 .07 986.7!57 4 .75 0. 16 > 0 .60
(16) (e)

r (p) SprÍns 20.12(<0.001) 7.99(<0.005)
vs. summer

Flock size Spring 22.9t32.75 23.2t28.19 0.28 >C.50
(Nflocks) (107) (16)

Summer 89.61119.52 206.5!215.8'l 12.41 <0.001
(1es) (43)

r(p) Spring 37.07(<0.001) 13.98(<0.001)
vs. summer

'See Table 3, footnote
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Influence of environmental parameters on abundance.

Diurnal forager abundance increased marginally with time of

day during all seasons (table 6). In spring 1985, date was

the best estimator of. forager abundance. rn summer 1985 and

spring 1986, wind speed contributed inversely to the moders

explaining forager abundance (rable 6). In summer, tempera-

ture and forager abundance were inversely rerated. changes

in roafer abundance in both spring seasons were not related
to any of the variables tested (fab1e 6). Àn increase in
both amount, of croud cover and time of day were associated

with increasing loafer abundance in summer.

Relationship between abundance and flock size. Regres-

sion of forager and loafer flock size on abundance (table 7,

data from Figs 4, 5) indicated the presence of a strong
positive relationship between these variables during both

day and night in both spring seasons, but not in summer.



Table 6. Stepwise and multiple I

time and weather on number of

di urnal surveys.

lnear regresslon,
pel Ícans foraging
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assessing effects of
and loafing during

ActÍvity Season Variables acceptedl rurÏ.r, r'

N

X

N loafers
-1x survey ¿

foragerg Spri ng
surveY-I '85

Date

Time

Date x time

Time

Temp

Wi nd speed

Time x temp

Time x wind

Temp x wind

T ime

Windspeed

Time x wind

None

Time

Cloud cover

Time x cloud

None

(+)

(-)
17

17

t/

10

10

10

10

10

10

25

25

25

17

10

10

10

25

6.81

4.42

0 .02

14.57 0.089 <0.01

5.38 0.473 <0.00 1

26 .48 0.402 <0 .00 1

1 .33 >0.20

0.5 1 >0 .40

1 .02 >0.30

0.312 <0.025

0.165 =0.05
>0.80

=0 .05

<0 .05

>0.40

>0.05

=C .05

<0 .00 1

>0.30

>0 .05

Summer

'85

Spr i ng
,86

Spring
'85

Summer

'85

Spri ng

'86

(+)

(-)
(-)

s peed

s peed

(+)

(-)
speed

(+)

(+)

c0ver

3 .92 0. 131

3.53 0.133

0. 51

0.75 0 .1482

5.55 0.099

27 .7s 0.776

0.82

0.64 o.ß72

Direction of slope, positive or negative, provided in
2r' provided for all environrnental parameters: Date,
(time), ternperature, wind speed and cloud cover

parenthes i s

t,ime of day
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Table 7. Results of

number of Pel icans

comb i ned.

regressÍon analyses between

foraging or Ioafing. Data

mean flock size and

for river and lake

Season Per Í od
N

Activity Surveys
tquation
of line r'

Spr i ng

'85
Day Forag i ng

Loaf i ng

N i ght Forag i ng

Loafing

Day Forag i ng

Loaf i ng

Night Foragi ng

Loaf i ng

Day Forag i ng

Loaf i ng

y=3.52+0.110x

Y=6.22+0.093x

Y=-8.02+0.260x

Y=3 .06+0 .3 1 0x

Y =-2 .34+0 . 0B 1 x

y =46 .59+0 .033x

!=32.25-0.019x

y=192.75+0 .026x

Y=3 .20+0 .044x

Y =14 .82+0 .076x

24.74 0.623

21 .77 0.626

8.64 0.552

38.73 0.928

< 0.00 1

<0.001

<0.025

<0.001

3.86 0.216 >0.05

3 .78 0 .212 > 0.05

2.09 0.230 >0.05

0.09 0.0 1B > 0.05

19.62 0.417 <0.001

11 .87 0.313 < 0 .005

17

15

9

5

16

16

9

7

28

28

Summer

'85

Spr i ng

'86
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Pe1 ican distribution within habitats

Foraqers. the few diurnal foragers observed on the rake

were normally located within 500 m of shore. The limited
range of the infrared scope (<300 m) did not allow an

extended examination of the rake at night. Near-shore

observations provided no evidence that pelicans foraged on

the lake at night.

Differences in daytime forager abundance and frock size
were present among river habitats during every season in day

and night (rabIe 8). Foragers were normally more numerous

in the downriver and intermediate river habitats, whire few

used the rapids and upriver habitats. Significantly more

foragers were in the intermediate than downriver habitat
during spring nights in 1985, and daytime in 1986. Foraging

flocks r.rere significantly larger in the intermediate than

downriver habitat during arl periods, except summer nights.
Ðay-night differences in forager abundance were significant
in the intermediate habitat during the spring and summer

(table 8); at these times, more pericans foraged at night.
T^¡ith the exception of the intermediate habitat in summer,

flocks were significantly larger at night than day.

Forager abundance increased closer to shore (rable 9).
To determine if forager distribution might result from a

preference for decreasing water depth, spearman's correra-
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T¿ble 8. Crfferences Ín me¿n: s.d. fcr¿9er densÍty (N foragers

habr-Lats and b€lween day and nighc.

* srruey-1 x kn-l) and flæk size amona rr!'er

River hðbitats

Season PerÍod
N

surveys oownri ver lntermediate RsDids lJpr i ver

ìl fcr¿a9r^s x
. '.,".,:l ". -t 

-

K(p)

(N fìocks)

K(p)

Sprrng Day 18
roc

N i ch'.¿ 9

Day vs. nlghr

Surmer Oay 1 6

'85
Nlght 9

D¿y vs. nlsht

SprÍng Oay 28
,86

Spring Day

'85

lr i ght

Day vs. nlght

Summer Oay

'85

Night

Day vs. îigh'"

Spring Day

'86

9.3ti1.39ô o.2ro.5lb
.- . ^. -^b45.ÞlZO./ö

13.36(<0.001 ) 
-

45.9161.244 0.t:0.38b

103.9i105.484

3.08(>0.05)

19.¿r2t.5tb 3.1t4.40c

0.1r0.39Þ 39.13 <c.0c1

0.0t0.13c 21.17 <0.001

0.17(>0.6C)

0 .0r0 .00b ,0 .96 < 0 .00 1

o.oro.oob r6.31 <:.ool

0 .00( >0.90 )

0.5!1.98d 56.83 < o.oo1

3.0:2.33 15.82 < 0'C05
(4)

2.0!0.00 8.90 < c.005
(1)

-3 
32.07 <0.001

(0)

10.70 < 0.005
(0)

z .2:B.3oa 'b 17 .47 < o . oo 1

(e)

r8

9

16

9

7.9i18.36ð

7 .9t11.294

0.24 ( >0.60 )

53.7'75.46à

103.4i118.154

4.15(<0.05)

9.5114.874

6.5t24 .99d
(66 )

10.7t15.364
(20)

8.02(<o.oo5)

2 .5t28.6 1 
ð

(1033)

12.6i51.494
(221J

78.29(<o.oo1 )

4 .4t6 .904
(r81)

17.3r25.63b
(2s )

42.4!47.14b
(2s )

4. 14 (< 0.05 )

8. 5t52. a2b
(260)

7 .9t 32. 50b
(3s7)

0.03(>0.80)

ft.5úq.ftb
(130)

3.8t2.q8a'b
(6)

9 .0!0 .00
(1)

7 .7 t13 .87b
(67 )

see Table 1,
2See Table 3,
3Area sampled,

footnote
footnote (Döytime values based on complete surveys of entire river study site)

but no flocks present



Table 9. Mean r s.d. number of foragers per survey at varying distances from shore-

N

Season Period SurveYs

Spring'85 Day

Night

Summer'85 Day

Night

Spri ng'86 Day

1B

I

0-9

30.5t31.44
1 1 9.2195.96

1 34.8t265.20

184.0t197.43

65.7t60.50

16

9

t0- 19

28

Distance (m)

4 -7t8.19
9.6t17 .27

?0-29

32.4x63.99 13.0t15.59

153.6t232.23 Bl .7t1 41 .57

1 .B!2.82

6 .6t8.25

8. 4t 1 3 . 71 12 -6t23 .39

30- 39

3.6t5. 58

1 9.0152.56

40-49

10 -6t1 9.95 20.9t36.56

50 . 3t5B . 59 37 .7 t42 .56

9 .3t17 .62 11 -4t14 .37

0.4!1 .25

0.6t1 -67

-0.478 <0.001

-0.499 <0.001

p

-0.275

-0.359

<0.025

< 0 .025

-0.402 <0.001

(,
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tion coefficient (rs) yras used after dividing water depth

into discrete 50 cm units. During both day and night, most

foragers were located over very shallow (<l m) water (rig
s). Abundance of foragers increased significantly with
decreasing water depth, this rerationship being slightty
stronger at night.

similar tests were performed for water speed, separated

into 0.5 m/s units. During both years, water speeds up to 2

m/s were preferred over faster speeds (nig 6). These varues

coincided with the most heavily used intermediate habitat.

Loafers. Significant differences in loafer densities
among river habitats occurred during alr periods (rabIe 1o).

Loafer density was always higher in the intermediate than in
any other habitat. Significant day-night differences in
roafer density occurred in the intermediate and downriver
habitats in spring and downriver in summer; there were more

loafers during day than night. Loafing frock sizes differed
significantry among river habitats during daytime in spring
1985 and during both day and night in summer (rable 10).

Loafing flocks were normally most numerous and rargest in
the intermediate habitat, and moderatery large downriver and

in the rapids. onry within the intermediate habitat during
summer were loafing flocks significantly larger at night
than day (rable 10). These findings demonstrate that dif-
ferences in overall loafer abundance noted above vrere prima-

rily due to large fructuations within the intermediate habi-
tat and, to a lesser extent, downriver.
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Figure 5. Rerationship between water depth and abundance of

foragers on the river, protted on a semi-log scare, during
the (a) spring'85, (a) summer'85, and (c) spring'86.
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Figure 6. Relationshíp between water velocity and abundance

of foragers on the river during the day.
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Table 10. Differences Ín meôn 1 s.d. loafer density

h¿bttats and between day and nÍght.

(N Ioafers x survey-1x *t-1¡ and flock size among rÍver

RÍver habitatsl

variable Sea son
N

s urveys Downriver Intermediate Rapids Upriver

N loaf eì:s x
survey ' ¡
m¡

x(p)

Flock size
(N flocks)

r(p)

Oay 18

Night2 9

Day vs. night

Day 16

Night 9

Day vs. night

Day 28

15.9i15.234

4. l:4.934

7.32(<0.01)

17.3131.404

0. 3t0.57ô

9.82(<0.005)

5.516.944

q8.8t27 .5¿b

9.6i14.53

8. 92 ( <o .005 )

491 .11137.99b

328.6119r.30b

o.08(>0.70)

68.8t36 .7 1 
b

2. 5r9 . 30c

-3

0.5t2.08c

4 . 3!8 .824

0.110.28c

0 . 0t0 .00b

0.50( >0.40 )

0.0r0 .00c

0 .0r0 .004

0.00(>0.90)

0 .0r0 . 04c

6 .0!0 .00
(1)

(0)

(r,)

(0)

1 .0r0 .00
(1)

58.15 <0.001

9.32 <0.01

54.79 < 0.00 1

18.18 <0.001

78.39 <0.001

10.72 <0.025

I .49 ) 0.20

13.96 <0.001

5.22 <0.025

Spri ng

'86

Spri ng

'85

Summer

'85

Spring Day

'35

NÍght

oay vs. night

Summer Day
r85

Night

oay vs. night

Spr i ng Day

18

9

16

9

16.2!27 .1oa
(s3 )

1 2.3!10.86
(e)

0.07(>0.70)

31.9!53.514
(26)

3.5x2.124
(2\

0.97(>0.30)

21 .8119.71
(21)

31.4135.51b
(84 )

37 .1!37 .75
(7)

0.48(>0.40)

97.8t1 18.68b
(241)

2t6.4:.216.20b
(41)

12.20(<o.oo1 )

33. 6152 . 59
(1721

27 .0138. 684 ', 
b

(10)

26 .0!33. 94
(2\

28.6138.05
(2s )

28 2.83 > 0.40

lSee Table 1, footnote
Zsee Table 3, footnote (Oaytime values based on cstrplete suweys of entire river study sire)
3Area sarçled, but no flocks presenL
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The largest portion of total loafer popuration was

present on sandbars, but rel-ative use of different loafing
substrates arong the river varied with season and time of
day (rable 1 1 ) . Loafers prefered sandbars at night and dur-
ing daylight hours in spring and summer 199s, but shore and

islands maintained higher numbers of roafers in spring 1986.

seasonal changes in substrate use appeared to coincide with
changing water levels. The number and surface area of sand-

bars and rocks vrere greater in 1985 than in 1986; in 19a6,

water levers approximately 0.9 m above normal covered most

sandbars and sections of both islands. The presence of
larger numbers of loafers (in 1985) on sandbars, which cov-
ered a negrigible area in comparison to shore avairability,
illustrates the strong preference shown by pericans for
sandbars.

Relationship between foraqer and loafer distribution. rt
might be expected that loafers shourd position themserves to
maximize their view of the most profitabre foraging areas.
To assess this possibirity, tests of association betrveen

number of foragers and roafers during the day were performed

by correlating numbers present in succesive so0, 10oo and

2000 m long sections of river (rable 12). Con s i stently
strong and positive correrations were found during ar1 sea-

sons in both years when examined areas covered 1 or 2 km,

but not for sections 500 m long. Loafing frocks thus

appeared to position themselves 500 to 2000 m from foragers,
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Iable 1'1 . l4ean t s.d. number of

the day and night.

loafers per survey on each type of substrate during

Substsrate 1

N

surveys Shore Sandb a rs Islands Rock s

gpri ng Day

'85 ?
N i ght"

Summer DaY

'85
Night

Spri ng Day

'86

301 .6!24Q.2?a

50.8t83.314

1B 127.81105.854

1091.1!385.74b

929 .4t542.49b

20 .q!.22.38b

18

9

18

9

83.ot66.o4a tq}.7t82.53b

?.9t4.11a 26.7r31.88b

14.4!25.65c 4.1t5-57c 45.28 <0.001

11.7135.004 0.0r0.004 14.28 <O.OO5

91.0r168.74c 41.7!41.57c 41.00 <0.001

0.611.674 5.9116.574 1g.84 <0.001

95.7t88.254 4.1t3.99c 57.47 < c.001

See Table 1, footnote
2Area sampled at night extended from 0-4 km and 1?-17 kn from river mouth
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Iable 12. Relationship between

in river sections of various

number of foragers and loafers

sizes during dayl ight hours.

Season

Sect i on

Iength(m) N1

Spri ng '85

Summer '85

Spring '86

0.015.

0.354

0.778

0.144

0.412

0.675

0 .008

0.268

0.315

> 0.80

< 0.001

< 0.001

> 0.05

< 0 .001

< 0.001

> 0.80

< 0.001

< 0.001

500

1 000

2000

500

1 000

2000

500

1 000

2000

148

107

78

150

112

82

270

204

140

1N*nb"r of river sections contaíning foragers or loafers
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with increasing numbers of loafers present in areas of maxi-

mal foraging. The average distance that foraging pelicans

were visible (in any given direction) to my unaided eye was

875 m. Evidently, Ioafing pelicans were usually within vis-
ua1 range of foraging flocks.
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DI SCUSSION

Activitv patterns

Àmerican white Pelicans vrere thoughr to be a diurnal
species. During my study at Dauphin River, most pelicans

foraged at night and loafed during the day. In spring, for-
ager abundance and flock size !¡ere highest within three
hours of evening and morning twilight. These time-related
changes closery refrect the findings of o'Marley and Evans

(1984), whose one night of observation at Grand Rapids, Man-

itoba, in spring suggested pelican foraging activity was

highest between midnight and 0300 hrs. over 80% ot the peI-
icans observed returned to the corony before 1 030 and the

daytime population at Grand Rapids was lowest at midday.

Timing of white pelican foraging activity at Dauphin Riv-
er appears to refrect temporal changes in abundance of
accessible prey species. Pelicans formed large numbers of
widely dispersed frocks during the daytime. Numerous small

schoors of perch, minnows and darters predominate in sharlow

water at this time (Carl-ander and Cleary 1949, Emery 1973,

HaII and werner 1977). At night, a few very large perican

flocks were concentrated between 3 and 4 km from the river
mouth. Large fish such as watleye, suckers and whitefish
move into shallow water at dusk and apparentry comprise the

largest fish biomass at night. In summer, I noted rarge
pelican flocks forming whenever whitefish made spawning runs

up Dauphin River.
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Abundance, accessib.ility and timing of activity in prey

species are known to be important factors influencing forag-
ing patterns in severar species. According to current for-
aging theory (stephens and Krebs '1986) , animals are expected

to forage at praces and tirnes that enhance the rate of food

consurnption. For exampre, levels of foraging activity in
Brown Pelicans (p. occidentalis) varied markedly between

rocalized food patches in accordance with fish density
(Brandt 1984). Direct tinear relationships have also been

found between density of Redshanks (rrinqa totanus) and

crustaceans and worms on which they feed (Goss-custard

1979). Timing of diurnal feeding in severaL species of wood

warbrers (Paruridae) are arso influenced by insect avail-
abiliry (Hutto 1 981 ) .

Seasonal changes in energetic demands may also influence
the selection of foraging time by pericans. Alcock (1g7s)

suggested that high food demands force many birds to feed

throughout the day and night. The highest annual energy

demands imposed on p. erythrorhynchos are during the breed-
ing season; Hall (192s) estimated that 6g kg of fish are
needed for young to reach the fledging stage and that adults
require 1.8 kg per day. Ànderson (1997) estimated adult
food demand of this species at 1.1 kg per day. rncreased

energetic demands imposed by vernal migration and breeding
may act as a selective force, similar to food scarcity, that
partially expLains why pericans foraged throughout the night
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and most of the day during the breeding season. segregating
foraging between day and night has also been suggested to
reduce competitive interference among sympatric, predatory
birds having similar diets (cody 1974, partridge 1979). rt
could arso reduce intraspecific competition among pericans,
thereby arlowing large numbers to feed on a prey popuration

that is numerically and spatialry limited. rn addition to
providing access to prey, nocturnar foraging may also ben-

efit Àmerican white pericans by arlowing them to travel
between feeding grounds and breeding corony during the heat

of the day. Large travelring flocks and easiry rocated
thermals reduce energetic costs of
(O't'talley and Evans 1982ù.

flight at this time

other factors may arso moderate the serection of foraging
times by pelicans. For example, number of f oragers $¡as

inversery rerated to temperature and wind speed in summer

and to temperature in spring 1986. These may be proximate

factors affecting pelicans directry orr more 1ikely, influ-
encing the timing of activity and/or abundance of their pri-
mary prey species. rn contrast to this study, crorr et ar.
(1986) found no rerationship between wind speed and number

of foraging Brown pelicans. Dunn (1973) ¿iscovered that
increasing wind speed and wave action were positivery corre-
lated with number of foraging sandwich Terns (sterna sandvi-
censis) and Common Terns (S. hirundo)
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À five-fold increase in totar number of pelicans occurred
at Dauphin River between spring and summer. The large dairy
fructuation in total numbers observed in spring was absent
In summer. These resul-ts suggest that summer birds !¡ere
post-breeders that congregated at Dauphin River prior to
migration. The summer study period, 23 August to s septem-

ber, occurred about the time of perican migration. At East
shoal Lake, Manitoba, fredglings began to leave breeding
colonies during the rast two weeks of Àugust (o'¡¿alrey and

Evans 1982a). Fa1I migration from Saskatchewan extends from
27 August to october (Anweirer 197o). Movement away from
breeding colonies to favoured feeding locations prior to
migration has been suggested for both American white (palmer

1976) and Brown pelicans (eriggs et al. 19g1).

Foraqer and loafer distribution within the studv area

More pelicans r.rere present on Dauphin River than the Lake

winnipeg study site, especialry in earry May. pelican abun-
dance subsequently decreased on the river whire increasing
on the lake, suggesting a seasonar shift away from the riv-
êrr possibly to Lake winnipeg and/or surrounding lakes.
During a visit in mid summer ( 16 July 19gs ) , a diurnal rnaxi-
mum of only 60 pelicans was seen roafing along the Dauphin

River study site. other studies also suggest p. ervthro-
rhvnchos may shift foraging sites by mid summer (uatt 1g2s,

Trottier et aI. 1980, Knopf and Kennedy 1991). The absence
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of spav¡ning runs and a tendency of fish to move into deeper,
coorer waters of lakes in summer (Hatt and werner 1977, Rud-

stam and Magnuson 1 985) may have induced pelicans to forage
elsewhere.

Diurnal foragers and loafers were observed in all rake

and river habitats, but were concentrated from 0 to 6 km

upstream f rom the river mouth. At night, pelicans r.rere nev-
er seen near the shore of Lake winnipeg, but were concen-

trated near the base of rapids on Dauphin River. In the
downriver habitat, 77% of arl nocturnar foragers were locat-
ed 2.5 to 3 km from the river mouth. Most of these pelicans
were from the intermediate habitat and had ceased to forage
prior to floating downstream. periodic examination of rap-
ids reveared the presence of loafers, but no nocturnar for-
agers, between 5 and 12 km from the river mouth at night.
These results suggest that foragers were more widery dis-
persed during the day than at night.

water depth and water speed appeared to be the most

important proximate factors influencing forager distribu-
tion. Pelicans in atr river segments preferentiarly foraged
crose to shore and in water less than 1 m in depth. euari-
tative evidence from other studies has also suggested that
white pericans prefer shalrow water (xnopf and Kennedy 19g0,

Lingre and sloan 1980, o'Ma1ley and Evans 19g4). Their
preference for shallow water corresponds with a maximum for-
aging depth capability of 1 to 1.25 m for pelicans (Hatt
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1925, Parmer 1976, Anderson 1987). Guilret and crowe (19g1)

similarly found an inverse relationship between water depth

and mean monthry abundance of Great white pelicans in south
Àfrica. Àt Dauphin River, foragers were arso mosL abundant

where water speed was high, at one to two meters per second.

This was the area, ât the base of the rapids, where reefs
appeared and mean water depth suddenry rose from 1.'l to 1.9

m.

Predation risk, inter- and intra-specific competition and

microcLimate are other factors believed to modify habitat
selection in many small avian species (Grubb 1977, partridge
1978, Barnard '1980a, Emlen 1981, Grubb and Greenwald 1ggÐ.
For Great white pelicansr suFface area of water bodies and

length of shorerine were both important factors correrated
with feeding site serection (euitlet and Furness 1 9g5) .

Numbers of P. onocrotarus at Rondevlei sanctuary increased
with water turbidity, temperature and day length (cuittet
and crowe 1983). These proximate factors apparentry influ-
enced perican distribution by affecting accessibility and/or
abundance of catchable prey. There was no evidence in the
present study to suggest any of these factors directly
influence foraging site selection.

serection of loafing sites by pelicans at Dauphin River
was strongry correrated with forager rocation. Most roafers
were located within the intermediate microhabitat, where

foraging activity was highest. The evidence suggests that
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loafers positioned themselves so as to maximize their view

of the most profitable foraging areas. simirar positioning
of roafers has been found for gul1s that cue to other forag-
ers to locate highly ephemerar but temporarily rich clumped

prey (Evans 1982, Chilton 19BS). American White pelicans

normarly loaf in or beside waterr oD beaches, sandbars and

driftwood (palmer 1976, o'Mal1ey and Evans 1984). Although

the amount of suitable shoreline at Dauphin River was virtu-
aIly unlimited, sandbars were preferred whenever available.
Preference for sandbars may benefit pericans through reduc-
ing risks of predation or disturbance from terrestrial pred-
ators. Being rocated near both midstream and bends in the
river, sandbars apparently allowed an unobstructed view of
foraging grounds in all directions.



CHÀPTER 2. DEVELOPMENT ÀND BREÀKUP OF DIURNAL

FORAGING FLOCKS IN AMERICÀN WHITE PELICÀNS

AND NOCTURNAL

INTRODUCTION

Factors governing formation and breakup of groups varies
widely between species. Increased reproductive potential,
reduced predation risks and improved success at rocating
and/or capturing prey are some primary benefits associated
with group living (Brown 197s, Bertram 197g, Grier 19g4).
studies by crook (1965) and Barnard (1990a, b) suggest that
the density and distribution of food are major contributors
to the formation of many avian social organízations. when

food is scarce and ephemeral, rooks (Corvus fruqilequs)
increase their ability to find food by using the presence or
absence of conspecifics as an indicator of food rocation
(waite 1981). Ànimars which have Lheir attention directed
to a particular part of the environment by the activities of
others are said to be using locar enhancement (rhorpe 1956).
The preference of arriving pelicans, ât Grand Rapids, to
join large foraging flocks tras considered to be indicative
of locar enhancement (o'laarrey and Evans 1 9g4). Local
enhancement may be instrument,al in the forrnation of many

avian flocks and may be facilitated by certain colors; stud-

47
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ies by Kushran (1977) and cardwell (19g1) suggest that
frocks are most likely to form around species having conspi-
cous, white plumages.

The objective of this study was to determine if group

size, foraging success or time of day had any infruence on

whether a flock wourd be joined by (recruit) other pericans.
rt was predicted that pericans should attempt to maximize

their foraging success by selectively joining frocks that
were capturing fish. From previous studies rel_ating conspi-
cousness to flock recruitment (cited above), it was also
predicted that flock recruitment wourd correrate positivery
with group size, and that this relationship would be reduced

in strength during the night, when lowered light levers
wourd presumably reduce the visual acuity of pericans.
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MATERIA,LS ÀND METHODS

Studv area

Dauphin River is a cLear, fast moving river, draining
into Lake winnipeg, in south-centrar Manitoba, canada (see

chapter 1, Figs 1-3). During the time of this study (uay

1986), water ranged from 2.0 to s.0 m in depth at midstream
and increased f rom 0.1 to 1.0 m/s in speed wit.hin the f irst
3 km upstream from the river mouth. Reefs, where water
became 0.8 to 1.5 m deep and speed increased to greater than
1.0 m/s, occurred at 3 km f rom the rnouth. Data vrere cor-
lected from flocks rocated within 3 km upstream (downriver
habitat) and between 3 and 4 km from the river mouth (inter-
mediate habitat ) . Most foraging activity on the river
occurred within this area (Chapter 1 ).

Flock development and breakup

continuous focal group sampres were obtained from diurnal
and nocturnal foraging frocks between 11-2g May, 19g6. Dur-
ing daylight (0450-2205 hrs, cDT) observations, samples vrere

obtained from a position on top of an erevated river bank

using 10x50 Bushnerl binocurars or a 16-36x50 Bushnell spot-
ting scope. Àt night, flocks were observed with a Javerin
(moder #325) infrared scope in conjunction with a 7s-zo5 mm

vivitar lens, from a blind praced 3 km from the river mouth;
this was consistently the area of greatest foraging activi-
ty. The size and behaviour of nocturnar flocks were only
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recorded when foragers were within 300 m, the maximum visual
range of the infrared scope.

Pelicans are aquatic surface feeders that capture prey by

striking, or dipping, their bilr into the water and captur-
ing fish in the distendabre gular pouch (tow et al. 1950,

Palmer 1976). The bill is then elevated above the water

surface and, if prey has been captured, the head and bilr
are raised in a swallowing motion. The number of bill dips
and prey captured by art pelicans within foraging frocks
vrere recorded. The number of bill dips and prey captured
were then converted to dip rates (H birl dips x bird- 1 x
min- r ) and capture rates (H prey captured x bird- 1 x min- r )

for analysis. Flock size was assessed at the start and

throughout each observation period. Flock density was

assessed approximately every 1 s sec and was based on the
mean distance separating neighbouring foragers (see chapter
1, Methods). observations rasted 5 min unress the flock
Ieft the area prior to this. The length of time that each

flock foraged in one rocarized area of the river (foray) was

noted whenever a flock reft the area r+ithin the five minute

sampre period. Data were recorded into a sony cassette deck

and laLer transcribed onto a 20 channel Esterline Angus

event recorder.
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RESULTS

Floc k development

A repetitive pattern of foraging flock formation occurred
throughout the night and during periods of the day when many

fish v¡ere being captured. At these times, rarge frocks
formed within the intermediate river habitat. pelicans fed
whire floating 100 to 2000 m downstream, then disbanded and

flew to nearby loafing sites or back upstream where they
reformed into a foraging flock consisting mostry of the same

individuals. Flock formation l¡as observably different
between dawn and 1100 hrs, when onry a few widely dispersed
f oragers Í{ere present ( see chapter 1 ) . Dur ing thi s per iod,
one or more individuals would occasionalry swim towards

another pelican and form a roosery organized, highly transi-
tory flock. Pelicans used fright to join flocks which

formed farther than 3 km from the river mouth.

Flock size and recruitment. Foraging flocks containing
less than 10 individuals were more likery to attract at
least one pelican than h'ere rarger flocks (rig 7, Table 13).
The tendency for larger frocks to recruit pericans ress
often was evident for frocks having 10 or more pelicans dur-
ing the day and more than 5 pelicans at night (rig 7). At
night, a two-fold increase in the percentage of flocks
recruiting at least one pelican $¡as observed between single
foragers and flocks containing two to five pelicans. For

each group size, more foraging flocks recruited pelicans at
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Figure 7. Percentage

recruiting at least

of foraging flocks,
one pelican.

of varyÍng sizes,
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Table 13. Percentage of small

by at least one pelican (N

( <10 pelicans) and large flocks joined

flocks in parenthesis).

Flock sizel

Per i od X21-9 110

Day

Night

xt;p

2s.0(132)

51.4(35)

8.4 ( 166 ) 13.97

12.e(171) 25.20

<0. 00 1

<0.001

7 .91;< 0 .005 1.30;>0.20

1 Percentages
frequency of

given f'or ease
recruitment in

of comparison.
(N).flocks.

Statistics based on actual



night than during the day (rig 7.).

more likely to increase in flock
reached statistical significance
(rabre 13).
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Smal-l flocks were thus

size. This di fference

only for small fl-ocks

Although a smaller proportion of rarge (>10) flocks
recruited pericans, the total number attracted to flocks
tended to increase with frock size during both day and night
(rig 8). Diurnal foraging flocks had a mean t s.d. size of
9.9!10.44 (¡¡=48 ) and recruited an average of 1s.3 t26.3s pel-
icans per flock. Nocturnal foraging frocks had a mean size
of 1 7.011 7 .42 (u=39) and recruited an average of zg.2!30.35
pelicans per flock. significantry more pelicans were

recruited by foraging flocks at night than during the day

(K=4.75, p<0.05). However, this effect may be due to the
presence of significantly larger flocks at night (K=5.06,

p<0.025). No day-night difference in recruitment vras dis-
cernabre after controlling for the size of foraging frocks
prior to attracting pelicans (X2=0.03 , df=1 , p>0.80 ) .

Feedinq success and recruitment. It was predicted that
an increase in a frock's feeding success (N prey captured x

min- r ) should stimulate recruitment and hence the formation
of rarger flocks. To test this, a flock's feeding success

was categorized into three groups according to the folrowing
criteria: 1 )No feeding attempts were made (ur), 2)Birl
dipping occurred but no prey were captured (eo), or 3)one

or more prey were captured by any fl0ck member (pc). rn



Figure 8. Relationship between flock size and recruitment

during the (e) day and (e) night, with associated

Spearmants correlation coefficient (ts ) . Diurnal

foraging flocks had a mean t s.d. sÍze of 9.9!L0.44

(N=48) and recruiLed L5.3!26.35 pelicans. Nocturnal

foraging f locks had a mean size of L7.0!17.42 (¡t=:9)

and recruited 28,2!30.35 pelicans.
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accordance with these categories, a flock's foraging success

did not influence its probability of attracting at least one

flock member (tabre 14). There were also no differences in
recruitment rates between day and night. Although foraging
success had no effect on the probability of recruiting at
least one flock member, more foragers were recruited when

bill dipping and prey capture occurred. This effect was

significant during the day (rable 15), when frocks that cap-
tured prey recruited significantly more pelicans than any

other type of ftock.

The infruence that frock size had on frequency of
recruitment varied with foraging success (rable 16). During
the day, the probabirity of attracting at least 1 recruit
was higher for smal1 flocks, but this difference reached

statistical significance only for flocks that lrere capturing
prey. This preference for smal1, successful frocks provided
the largest contribution expraining the disparity in
recruitment among flock size shown in Tabre 13. At night,
the size of flocks for those not attempting to feed did not
appear to influence the frequency of recruiting at least one

perican (rabIe 16). However, smaller frocks were signifi-
cantly more likely to attract at l_east one pelican if frock
members were dipping their bills or capturing prey. FLocks

not attempting to feed, especiarry large ones, were avoided
by potential recruits during the day, but not at night.
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Table 14. Percentage of flocks, having different foraging success,

recruiting at least one pel ican (N flocks in parenthesis).

Foraging success 
1

Peri od NF

Day 1 8.5 ( 54 ) 22.7 (54) 17 '1 (187 ) 2.66 >0 ' 20

Nisht 29.4(17 ) 20.6(102) 16. 1 (87 ) 1 .79 >0.30

X' ;p 3.17;>0.05 0.27;>0.60 0.15;>0.60

1NF=no bill dips; BD=bill dippÍng, but no prey captured; PC=bill dipping
and prey capture. See Table 13, footnote, for description of values.

x2PCBD
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Table 15. Mean number of pel

levels of foraging success

icans attracted per flock in relation to

(N flocks in parenthesis ).

Foraging Successl

Period PCBDNF

Day 3.3r4.87(9)a 8.1t8.05( 12 )a 22.4t33..07 (27 )b 8.54 <0.025

Night 12.8t13.23(4) 23.8t24.81(24) 43.3140.49( 1 1 ) 4.97 <0.05

l\l P 1 .52 
'>0 

. 20 3.05 ; >0.05 3.61 ; >0 .05

lvulra, in same row
different at p=0.01
for description of

having different
(Mann-Whitney U

categori es

superscripts are
test). See Table

significantly
14, footnote,
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Table 16. Percentage of small

different foragÍng success

(tt flocks in parenthesis).

(<10 pelicans) and

that were joined by

large flocks having

at least one pelican

Foraging successl
Fiock

Period size X2PCBDNF

Day 1-9 10.6(4i)a 23.3(30)b 36.4(5s)b 9.00 <0 . 025

>10 0.0(10) 8.3 (24 ) e.1(132) 1 .00 >0.50

X,; P 0 .22;> 0 .60 1.88;>0.10

Night 1-9 27 .3(r)a 81.8(11)b 46.2(13 )a'b o. zg <0.05

1 8.48; <0 .00 1

13.2(e1) 10.8(74) 2.53 >0.20

24.23;<0.001 7.78;<0.025x,; p

>10 33.3 (6 )

2

1 
Vu l r., i n same row hav i ng d i fferent superscrÍ pts
different at p=Q.05(2 x 2 X' tests). See Table

2lnsufficient 
sample size for 2 x 2 X2 test.

are significantly
1 4, footnote.
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Sign tests v¡ere used to determine whether or not prey

capture (pc) infruenced the size of frocks that subsequentry

formed in the same area. Focal pc flocks that were preceded

by at reast a 30 min period in which no other frock had cap-

tured prey srere identified. The initial size of flocks that
foraged within 5 min before and 5 min after these pc flocks
were then compared. The mean t s.d. size of foraging flocks
was significantly higher after than before prey capture dur-
ing the day (30.0137.67 vs. 8.7!10.40 pelicans, N=17;

X2=9.00, p<0.005), but not at night (39.1 !33.23 vs.

26.1!18.34 pelicans, N=20; X2=1.80, p>0.20).

Flock breakup

The breakup and subsequent dispersar of flocks vras

observed for 43.0% (¡:t=zlz) and 68.3% (N=183) of forays dur-
ing day and night, respectivery. Flocks often dispersed
immediately after the cessation of bilr dipping by arI flock
members. Foraging flocks lasted an average of only
157.0192.53 secs (N=212) during the day and 129.9159.55 secs

(H=18¡) at night. prior to dispersal, some pelicans usually
began to swirn av¡ay f rom the f oraging f rock, resuLting in an

increase in the average distance separating foragers ie.
flock density decreased. Most flocks decreased in density
prior to breakup during both day (66.2% of frocks, H=145;

X2=15.23, p<0.001) and night (60.0%, N=130; X2=5.20,

p<0.025) .
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Frocks lasted slightry but not significantly longer dur-
ing the day than at night (rab1e 17). During the day,
frocks that captured prey (pc) rasted significantly longer
than flocks which v¡ere unsuccessful during birl dipping
(go). Neither group lasted significantly ronger than those
that made no attempt to feed (Nr)(Table 17). At night, pc

flocks rasted ronger than either BD or NF flocks, and BÐ

flocks lasted significantly longer than NF.

Foragers occasionarry reft flocks while other flock mem-

bers were still foraging. This occurred during zo.g%
(¡i=zsO ) and 12.0% (t¡=183 ) of f orays observed during day and

night, respectively. Sign tests were used to determine
whether the departure of one or more flock members coincided
with periods, within forays, in which the rates of birl dip-
ping and prey capture had dropped off. During both day and

night, bill dipping r{as signif icantry lower within 30 secs

of departure than for the preceding period (tabre 1g). cap-
ture rates 30 sec before departure vrere significantly lower
than for preceding periods during the day, but not at night.
Rates of bill dipping and prey capture were therefore
declining well before departure.
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Table 17. Percentage of flocks,

that lasted longer than 2 min

having different foragÍng success,

(U flocks in parenthesis).

Foraging successl

Period NF
y2

PCBD

Day

Night

62.7 (51 )a 'b

16.7(6)a

54.8(31)b

37.8(eo)b

7 4 .7 (186 )a

69.0(84)c

6.67 <0.05

20 .06 <0.001

xt;p 2.98; >0 .05 2.10;X.10 0 .68 r> 0.40

lSee Table 16, footnote 1
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Table l-8. Ctranges

or more foragers

in rates of bill

left a flock (N

dipping and prey capture before one

flocks in parenthesis).

Variablel Period

)30 sec
Before
Departure

30-0 sec
Before
Departure

v2
Decreased pX2

Dip
Rates

Day 8.316.33(47) s.014.78(56) 87.1(31) 17.06 <0.001

Nighr 72.7!7.3/+(23) 8.7!6.44(23) 84.2(I9) 8.89 <0.01_

CapEure
Rates Day 0.5t0.80(47) 0.4tL.50(56) 96.2(26) 22.L5 <0.001

Night 0.1i0.09(23) 0.010.08(23) 63.6(11) 0.41 >0.s0

lDip rates = N bill dips f bird-l x min-l; Capture rates = N prey
captured x bird-r x min-I

)
'See Table 13, footnote; Percentage of (N) forays in vihich values were
smaller w"ithin 30 sec of departure than at. any time before departure
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DI SCUSSION

Flock development

Avian species that feed on inconspicuous prey that are
clumped and/or unpredictable in distribution are commonly

attracted to birds of the same or similar species and appar-
entry use the presence of others as indicators of food loca-
tion (Kushran 1977, caldwerr 1981). Mixed species seabird
flocks are frequently formed when a "cataryst" species, usu-
ally a large and conspicuous bird such as Black-legged Kit-
tiwakes (Rissa tridactvla) or Graucous-winged Gulls (Larus

slaucescens), rocate food and provide visuar cues that
attract others to the site of prey capture (sealy 1973,

Hoffman et al. 1981, Grover and oIla 1993). Birds that
watch for and join others that capture prey benefit through
having reduced search times and increased capture rates
(xrebs et al. 1972, Krebs 1974, Brown 19gg). To maximize

foraging success on ephemeral and temporarily clumped preyr
piscivorous birds such as terns immediatery approach conspe-
cifics that capture prey (Gochferd and Burger 1gg2, safina
and Burger 1985).

Diurnarly active Àmerican white pelicans at Dauphin River
showed a strong preference for joining foraging flocks that
were capturing fish and avoiding ones containing pelicans
that were not dipping their birls. euaritatively, success-
fur foragers were normarly joined by one or more conspecif-
ics within approximately 30 sec of prey being captured.
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None of these recruits (N=9 observations) captured prey 30

to 120 sec prior to joining a successful flock. since fish
are ephemeral and disperse quickly upon detection by preda-
tors, pelicans should benefit from an immediate approach to
the site of ongoing prey capture.

At nightr pelicans did not serectively join frocks that
were capturing prey over those not attempting to feed. This
may suggest that reduced visual acuity of pelicans at night
does not allow proper assessment of whether or not a flock
was capturing prey. Flocks that were smalI and activery
bill dipping for prey, but without prey capture, had the
highest recruitment frequencies at this time.

rn his study on House sparrovrs (passer domesticus), Bar-
nard ( 1 980b) suggested that larger frocks form where prey
densities are highest because foragers remain longer at
these sites. Since foraging flocks capturing prey lasted
longer than those dipping unsuccessfurry (rabre 17), a prob-
abiristic model predicts that if they are selected at random

they shourd have the higher frequency of recruitment, which

they did (tabre 15). However, successful flocks were no

more likely than unsuccessfur frocks to recruit pelicans
(rabre 14), which suggests that selection of foraging flocks
was based on properties other than their duration. selec-
tion by duration arso can not exprain the greater recruit-
ment to Pc than to NF diurnal frocks, since their durations
did not differ.
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studies on Rooks (corvus fruqilequs) and Glaucous-winged

Gul1s suggest that larger flocks had higher probabitities of
attracting conspecifics (waite 1991, porter and Sealy 1gB2).

o'MaIley and Evans (198a) provided evidence suggesting that
American white pelicans arriving at Grand Rapids joined Lor-
aging and loafing flocks that were larger than if selected
at random. Àt Dauphin River, the total number of pericans
recruited arso increased with foraging frock size. Greater
recruitment to large flocks should be an adaptive foraging
tactic if such flocks form where prey densities and capture
rates are highest (waite 1gg1). Àt Dauphin River, the high
probabitity of smal-1 flocks that captured prey recruiting at
least one conspecific suggests that pelicans are sufficient-
Iy opportunistic to take advantage of social foraging cues

other than flock size (eg. foraging success).

Flock Breakup

The Marginar value Theorem (charnov 1976) predicts that
an optimal forager wilr leave a patch of food when its
expected net gain drops to a level equivalent to the gain
expected from the habitat as a whole. Capture rates
attained by a pelican, and surrounding flock members, should
provide a general estimate of patch quality and courd be

used in the decision rvhether to stay or leave. rn support
of this interpretation, declining rates of birr dipping and

prey capture were closerv related to the departure of peri-
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cans from foraging flocks during the day. At night, depar-
ture of foragers from flocks correlated with declining rates
of dipping, but did not correlate with capture rates (rabre

18). rn agreement with flock recruitment (see above), these
resurts suggest that pelicans foraging at night are better
able to monitor bill dipping than capture rates of nearby
frock members, perhaps due to the louder noise of dipping
compared to swallowing. Birl dipping provides unambiguous

evidence that flock members are aL reast actively foraging,
and to that extent shourd provide useful information to a

forager in determining whether to remain with or reave a

nocturnal flock.

Improper assessment of patch quality may also occur, and

courd partly explain observed departures of pelicans from
many flocks that had stabre or increasing rates of prey cap-
ture. Arternatively, pelicans that departed at such tímes
may have been individuals that vrere satiated or had littre
or no success and left regardress of prey capture rates in
neighbouring birds.



CHAPTER 3. FORÀGING STRÀTEGIES OF ÀMERICAN WHITE PELICANS

INTRODUCTION

American white pericans (pelecanus ervthrorhvnchos) nor-
maIly feed by froating on a water surface and dipping, or
striking, their bilI into the v¡ater. Observed in both
monospecific and mixed-species frocks, these pelicans are
also kreptoparasites (food thieves) and scavengers of food
(skinner 1917, Koonz 1981, o'Ma11ey and Evans 19g3, Ànderson

1987). They feed primarily on fish, from minnows to carp
(cvprinus carpio) and cui-ui suckers (chastmistes cuius)
exceeding 2 kg in weight and 500 mm in rength (Halt 1g2s,

cottam and williams 1939, Bond 1940, Àlcorn 1943, Lingre and

sloan 1980). They have arso been shown to take frogs and

salamanders on occasion (r,ingle and sloan 19g0, Godfrey
1986).

Many researchers have described "cooperative" feeding
flocks in which American white pelicans form a half-circle
formation and drive fish into shore, or surround a school of
fish on the open water of a rake and form an ever-contract-
ing circre that traps fish (Goss jBBB, Hall- 1gzs, cottam et
a1. 1942, Anderson 1gg7). American white pericans have also

58
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been observed makíng aeriar dives into water from a height
of 5 m (Halt 1g2s) . skinner ( in Har I 1925') reported seeing
a perican that floated on a water surface, then dove in and

was compretely submerged in water. pel_icans have arso been

observed wading into sharlow water in search of prey (ooa-

frey 1 986) .

Flock size, activity patterns and forager location are
three factors which may influence the amount of search
effort and prey captured by pericans. Ànderson (19g7) dem-

onstrated that increasing flock size was associated with
increasing rates of birl dipping and decreasing efficiency
of prey capture by American White pelicans. In contrast,
capture efficiency in the Great white pelican (p. onocrota-
lus) increased with flock size (wirtz 19g5). To maximize
prey intake rates, American white pelicans should also for-
age whenever prey are abundant and accessible. Forag i ng

activity for these pelicans is highest around morning and

evening twilight, and possibly during portions of the night
(o'ualley and Evans 1994). These authors suggested that the
periodicity in foraging activity of pelicans at Grand Rap-

ids, Manitobar coincided r¡ith the activity cycres of f ish in
the area. Pelicans arso show a strong preference to forage
in shallow water during the breeding season (ttnopf and Ken-

nedy 1980, Lingle and sloan 1980); this preference is appar-
entry due both to higher abundances of prey near the shore-
line of lakes and to pelicans being restricted to capturing
prey located less than 1 m from the top of the water col_umn.
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The purpose of this study vras to provide a detaired exam-

ination of the various v¡ays Àmerican white pelicans obtain
food (foraging strategies) at a riverine site during day and

night. Surveys and f ocal an imal sampres vrere used to
describe and to quantify the differences between strategies
and factors influencing their serection. This information
was used to determine whether or not pelicans enhanced for-
aging success by most often using those strategies having
the highest rates of prey capture. Rate and duration of
bill dips were used to test the prediction that search
effort increases after prey capture. Search paths were

examined to test the prediction that foragers would stay
longer in areas of recent prey capture, a phenomenon known

as area restricted search (tinbergen et ar. 1967'). An exam-

ination of the infruence of ftock size on dip rates, inde-
pendent of capture rates, was used to test for the existence
of sociar facilitation, i.e. contagious behaviour where the
action of one animal releases identical behaviour in another
(rhorpe 1956, Turner 1965). If social facilitation vras

operative, then an action such as birl dipping should
increase with frock size. The forlowing factors were arso
examined to see whether or not they influenced search effort
and/or prey capture: time of day, number and rocation of
foragers, flock density, location within flocks and fish
accessibility.
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Foca I

MÀTERIÀLS AND METHODS

an irnal- samples

Diurnal and nocturnal foraging of American white pericans

were studied at Dauphin River, Manitoba, canada between 0

and 4 km from the river mouth. (see chapter 1, Figs 1&2).
This area h'as divided into Ðownriver ( o to 2.g km f rom river
mouth) and rntermediate (s to 4 km from river mouth) river
sections. The behaviour of individuals selected from vari-
ous sized flocks (focal bird samples) were recorded during
the periods of 31 May to 10 June and 23 August to 5 septem-
ber in 1985. Focar group samples were based on the behav-
iour of the majority of pericans in a frock and were cor-
lected from 11 to 28 May in 1996. observations $¡ere

conducted during: À)Diurnal hours - from 0429-2232 hrs
(cor) in spring 1985, 0506-2102 hrs in summer 19g5, and

0451-2206 hrs in spring 1986, and B)Nocturnar hours the
period mutually exclusive of daylight hours.

Depending on the amount of ilrurnination and distance of a

flock from the observer, 10x50 Bushnerr binoculars, a

16-36x50 Bushnelr spotting scope or a Javelin (model #32s)
infrared scope were used in data colrection. continuous
verbal accounts of relevant data were recorded into a sony
cassette deck throughout each observation. Information from
focar bird and group sampres was transcribed from tape onto
a 20 channel_ Esterline Angus event recorder.
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Individual pelicans were serected by randomry directing
the spotting scope towards a previously unsampred foraging
flock. For this portion of the study, the operative defini-
tion of fl-ocks incl-uded soritary foragers (o'Malley and

Evans 1982a, 1982b). Focal bird samples lasted either until
the designated foragers departed from an area visible to the
observerr or until a maximum time rimit of five minutes was

reached. Date, time, and location of a flock in reration to
the river mouth (to nearest 100 m) were noted prior to each

observat i on .

Foraging strategy, size and density
at the onset and end of each focal bi

a flock were noted

sample. Foraging
strategies were defined on the basis of search methods,
including presence or absence of frocking, of rocomotion,
shape of flock, and relative degree of coordination of move-
ments among flock members. Foraging strategies were classed
into: sit-and-wait, Mobire rndividual, Assregation, Folrow-
ins, Nucleus, and semicircle. pelicans also scavenged fish
and used kleptoparsitism; in the present study, these are
classed as prey capture techniques rather than foraging
strategies.

Group density was based on the folrowing operationar
scale: 1)verv dense - neighboring flock members were within
one bill length of each other, Z)Dense - inter-perican dis_
tance $¡as between a perican's bill and body length,
3)t'foderate densitv - one to two body lengths between peli-

of

rd



cans, 4)Low density - two to
icans and 5)Verv 1ow densitv
flock members exceeded three
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three body lengths between pel-
distance between neighbouring

body lengths.

orientation of the focal bird was classed as being either
upstream, downstream or towards northern or southern river
shore (ttre river flows from west to east). Any 90o change

in orientation vras crassed as a turn. For example, a forag-
er that vras f acing upstream made tvlo turns when it rotated
180o and faced downstream. Both forager orientation and its
distance from the nearest shore (to nearest 10 m) were esti-
mated whenever changes occurred.

continuous records were kept of when the focar bird
dipped its bill into the water and when prey were captured.
The words "dip" and "up" were spoken into the cassette deck
when the birl struck and v¡as subsequently raised from water;
time (secs) between these events is referred to as "dipping
time". I f a pelican's head v¡as raised in a swallowing
motionr the word "capture" vras spoken and denoted the exact
moment when prey entered the esophagus. The period extend-
ing from the moment that the bilr was raised completely out
of the water to when prey vrere swarlowed was referred to as

"swallowing time". Captured fish were classed into five
groups: Fish less than 1/q the length of a perican's bill
(verv small) , f ish that vrere 1/e to 1/z (smalr) , 1/2 to 3/4
(¡ edium) , 3/4 to birl rength (Larqe), and f ish exceeding
bill length (verv laroe). smarr fish were often hidden in a
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pelican's gular pouch. rn these cases, fish size was esti-
mated by examining the amount and shape of gular pouch dis-
tention. rnstances where fish size could not be reriably
determined were excluded from subsequent analysis.

Preliminary observations suggested that, ât this site,
foraging flocks vrere usually active for approximately 2 min

before flying to a new rocation. Focar group sampres taken
in 1986 l-asted a maximum of 2 min during the day. At night,
observations ended either when flocks passed beyond visual
range or when 50% of foragers left a flock. Àll areas with-
in randomly serected frocks were scanned continuousry. Any

changes in foraging strategy, size, density or orientation
of a flock were recorded. Foraging strategy, flock size and

density measurements were taken in the same way as those
measurements taken in 1985. Flock orientation vras based on

the direction faced by the highest percentage (majority) of
foragers in a flock. Distance from center of each frock to
the nearest shore (to nearest 10 m) was assessed approxi-
mately every 15 seconds. prior to recording bill dipping,
the binocurars or infrared scope were directed randomly to a

segment of a preselected flock. The word "dip" was recorded
the moment that the cumulative number of pelicans striking
the water with their bills exceeded so% of those under
observation. Number of bill dips performed within these
sections were used to estimate mean dip rates for individual
flock members. There was sufficient time between bill dips
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v¡ithin sections to scan the flock and record the total num-

ber and size of prey captured by other foragers.

Rates of bill dipping (H bill dips x bird-i x min-i) were

used as a measure of search eifort. capture rates (u prey
captured x bird-1 x min-r) and, where appropriate, capture
efficiency (H prey captured x N bill dips-i) were used as
measures of foraging success. Turn rates (¡t turns x min-1)
were used as a measure of search path movement patterns.
Analysis of changes occurring to foraging strategies, frock
size and density during observations were based entirery on

focal group sampres taken in 1996. Information on size,
abundance, and distribution of each type of foraging strat-
egy rr'ere supplemented by data (not included in chapter 1)

obtained during surveys performed along the Ðauphin River
study site in 1985 and 1996 (rnethods described in chapter
1). Foraging strategy, flock size and density were recorded
for each forager observed during surveys. Forager rocation
was crassed into one of four habitats: downriver, interme-
diate, rapids and upriver (see chapter 1, methods). rn the
present study, the term "foray" refers to a period of forag-
ing occurring in one location; after a foray the flock fre¡v
to another site, usually 100 or more meters away.
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Film analvsis of foraqinq flocks

Foraging frocks vrere filmed to assess whether or not dip-
ping rates, capture rates or capture efficiency differed
between Iocations within flocks. Filming occurred between
1730 and 2140 hrs, f rom 13 to 24 t/lay in 19g6. A sony video
camera (90-230 mm rens) was used in conjunction with a reel_

to reel videorecorder. Frocks rocated from 2.s to 4.s km

upstream from the mouth of Ðauphin River v¡ere firmed.
Flocks were firmed for 97!39.3 (mean t s.d.) seconds. Date,
time, duration of observations, and distance of the frock
f rom shore v¡ere noted at the time of f ilming.

videorecordings from qo flocks vrere prayed back onto a

300 mm wide terevision screen. Each frock was first cat-
egorized into a front, middle and back sections. The front
section $ras defined as the reading third of the flock. Data
were then colrected from an equal number of pelicans
(10.216.86, range=2 to 20) in each section. when no crearly
discernible middle section could be identifiedr âs commonry

occurred in flocks having fewer than 15 pericans, data $rere

collected only from one to three individuars rocated in the
leading and trailing portion of the frock. Data taken from
films incruded: foraging strategy, flock size and density,
number of birr dips and number and size (relative to bill
length) of prey captured. This information v¡as collected
from every individuar sampled within preserected flock sec-
tions. To determine fish size more accurately, the film was



stopped during playback

the image.. Ðip rates,
were calculated and used
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and a magnif ier vras used to enhance

capture rates and capture efficiency
in analysis.

Statistical analysis

ANovA and student's t-tests vrere used for testing whether
or not variables such as turn rates and group density varied
between popurations. For each test, normar probability
plots $Iere produced to check the assumption of normality,
and either Bartlett's or Hartrey's Fmax tests were used to
test for equality of variances (Neter and wasserman 1974).
upon attaining a statisticarly significant resurt through
ANovA, multicomparison tests (Duncan's or scheffe's tests,
Berenson et al. 1983) were used. gthenever variance-stabi-
lizing transformations vrere ineffective, a nonparametric
Kruskal-wa11is rank test (n) was emproyed. when results
were statistically significant, the Mann-whitney u test r{as

used to make all paired comparisons; this procedure required
adjustment of the acceptable p leveI in accordance with the
number of comparisons made, ie. 0.05 / ll comparisons. Chi_
squared tests rvere used when comparing frequency data and
different events occuring at the same time and place. The

Poisson distribution and runs tests were used in determining
the dispersion pattern of prey captures. The Runs test
employed a binomial probabi 1i t.y di str ibut ion compar ing the
frequency at which sequentiar groupings (runs) of two events
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occurred (Mendenhalr and Reinmuth lggz). where tl¡o evenLs
such as bill dipping without prey capture (e) and birl dip-
ping with prey capture (g) occur in the folrowing order
'AAABBAAAAB', there is said to be four runs.
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RESULTS

Prey capture technigues

Bill dippinq. The period between when a perican's bilr
struck and was subsequently raised above the water, referred
to as dipping time (ot), normally ranged from one to two

seconds. For unsuccessful prey capture attempts, Dt was

significantly longer at night than during the day (tabre
1 9 ) - conversely , dipping t ime dur ing prey capture Ì{as rong-
er during the day than at night (rable 19). Ðipping times
were also significantry longer for successful than unsuc-
cessful prey capture attempts during the day (Kruskalt-wa1-
1is K=83.29, p<0.001), but not at night (K=0.1g, p>0.60).
The period between when prey were brought to the surface and

subsequently swallowedr or swallowing time (st), was simirar
in duration to Dt, but was significantly longer at night.
(rabre 19). prey handling time, which presumably includes
portions berow and above the water surface, was estimated as

st above water ptus a portion of Dt below water. Belo!{-wa-
ter handling time was estimated as Dt during prey capture
minus Dt when no prey were captured. This estimate of
below-water handling time assumes that time to dip the bill
down and return it to the surface, excrusive of handring
time' was the same for successful and unsuccessful dips.
The resurting estimates for handling time berow-water and

totar handling time were 0.7 and 1.9 sec during day and o.z
and 2.1 sec at night. Àn estirnated 37% and 10% of. the time
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Table 19. Mean + s.d. dipping time and swalrowing time of pelicans

foraging during the day and night in 1985 çÈren no prey were captured

(N unsuccessful prey capture at.tempts in parenthesÍs) and prey were

captured (N prey captures in parenLhesis).

.1rorâgrng-
success Variable Day Night K p

BD Dipping rime 1.3r0.77(7137) 1.610.83(4814) Lgr.r7 <0.001

PC Dipping time 2.010.96(140) 1.811.67(46) 5.33 <0.025

Pc swallowing time 1,.2!0.9L(140) 1.911.18(46) tl.og <0.001

1 BD = Bill dipping wiLhout prey caprure; pc = Bill dippÍng with prey
capLure. Not.e tha! swallowing t.ime is not. relevanL for BD



spent handling prey occurred belor¡

the day and night, respectively.
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the water surface during

Kleptoparasitism. when a perican captured fishr D€ighb-
ouring frock members sornetimes jabbed at or grasped its head

and bill in an attempt to force the successful forager to
drop or disgorge its catch. Kleptoparasitismr or food
theft, was a fortuitous method of prey capture that occurred
in only I of 469 (1.7%) monospecific frocks observed along
Dauphin River in 1986. such kreptoparasitisrn was primariry
observed during the day, with only zs% of arr cases observed
at night. Intraspecific kleptoparasitism occurred in frocks
having 3 Lo 500 pelicans (mean t s.d.= g7.0+170.70, N=g).

Kleptoparasitism attempts s¡ere only directed towards con-
specifics that captured fish larger than about zo cm in
length. Attempts at food theft usually occurred onry after
an extended period (30.0134.18 min, N=5) in which no prey
were captured. The kleptoparasite and host were normally
less than 5 m apart at the time of prey capture by the host.
Large fish were evidently hardest to handre. of those
attempts where fish size and success of the kleptoparasite
were observed, three large fish (3s to s0 cm in length) were

stolen while three smaller f ish es to 33 cm) r¡ere not.
Pericans that captured very large prey always swam or frew
avray from the flock, pursued by conspecifics.
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scavenqinq. Forty pelicans scavenged fish being thrown
out of a commercial fishing boat docked 2.s km from the riv-
er mouth on 6 May, 1995. Àfter s10w1y approaching and pick-
ing up a discarded f ish, a pelican wourd imrnediately f ry
away from the flock. Flock members chased and attempted to
stear prey from any pelican that secured a large fish (>zs

cm long). A large frock of Ring-birled gurls (Larus dere-
warenses) soon entered the area.
thi s s i te unt i J- approx imately 5 mi

been taken.

Foraqinq strateqies

Foraging strategies were categorized on the basis of
presence or absence of grouping, l0comotion, and on shape
and rerative degree of coordination of movements among flock
members. Flock size, speed of movement, duration of forays
(foraging activity restricted to one place and time), flock
density and feeding technique (bi1r dipping, kleptoparasi-
tism or scavenging) trere atr considered to be attributes of
a given strategy. By these criteria monospecific flocks
used six readily identifiable foraging strategies:

sit-and-wait: These vrere soritary, sedentary forag-
ers. onry 4 instances v¡ere seen at Dauphin River. rn
each case' a pelican positioned itserf in shalrow

Both species remained at
n after the last fish had
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þ¡ater less than 5 m f rom shore. These pelicans
remained motionress for 5 to zo minutes ( g.s!2.7g
min), and rarery turned their bodies (rabre zo). The

neck and head were raised welr above the water sur-
face, occasionally being extended forward and subse-
quentry withdrawn. A side to side motion of the head

was common (2.211.11 head turns x min-1) and prevailed
throughout forays. Two of four pericans that used
this strategy were within 5 m of an actively foraging
Great Blue Heron (ardea herodias).

Mobile rndividual: This involved solitary foragers,
farther than 5 m from the nearest conspecific, that
were in nearly constant motion. rndividuars moved at
the same speed as pelicans employing group strategies,
but turned significantly more frequently (tabre zo).
Erratic movement patterns were typical of Mobile rndi-
viduals, giving them the appearance of random search-
ers (rig ga).

Aqqreqation: These foraging frocks contained two or
more pelicans, located within five meters of the near-
est flock member, that oriented neither towards each
other nor in the same direction (r'ig 98). This was a

strategy that appeared to invorve uncoordinated indi-
vidual foragers gathered in a J-oosely organized flock.
Turn rates were reratively low and flock speed similar
to other group strategies (rable 20). one to three



Table 20' Mean + s.d. turn rate, speed of swinming, and time bêtween bill dipping sequences for ¡relicaus using each foraging
straregy (t't flocks in parenthesis).

Variable

Turns x min-1 o.3to.oo( 1 )

Speed(m x sec-l) o.oto.oo(q)

I nter-d i p2
du rat i on

Sit-and-Hait Individual

1 Vulr", in same row having different superscripts are significantly different at p=0.01 (Mann-Whitney U test). Variables havlnga sampìe size of less than 5 are not included in analysis.
2 Tir. (sec) from the end of one dipping sequence to the onset of the next

3.2t2.20(50)a

1 .5t0.00( 1 )

2.gx2.zz(s)a

Foraging Strategyl

AggregatÍon Fol lowing

r.7tr.34(1s)b 2.1!1.s1 (t6i)b 2.2!1.21(t3Ðb 2.ax1.26(aÐb il.qq

2.2t0.00(r)

2.2!1 .52(g)a

1.7r0.82(10) 2.4t0.96(241) 2.2x0.84(t) 5.s7

2.4t2.2t(32)u 2.5t2.53(194)a 4.3r4.s5(166)b 33.82

Nuc leus Semicircle

< 0.025

= 0.05

< 0.001

@È
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Figure 9. Diagramatic representation of changes that typiealry
occurred over time (ti.) in the structure and orientation
of foraging flocks emproying five different strategies:
A) Mobile rndividuar, B) Aggregarion, c) Forrowing,
D) Nucleus , and E) Semicircle. Sít-and- tr/ait f oragers
lack appreciabre movement and were excluded. The stipres
in trArt represent a typicar search path for a sori tary
forager. rn each diagram, river current frowed from
left to right.



upriver downriver
A
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body lengths (low and Moderate densiti
flock members 96.6% of. the time (tab1e 2

e5

1)

separated

Followinq: This stragegy was characterized by sporad-
ic periods of coordinated movements and birr dipping
among frock members. Foragers usually moved in the
same direction for short periods, after which some

moved in separate directions and later reformed with
the flock (Fig 9c). Turn rate and frock speed were

similar to other strategies containing t$io or more
pelicans (table 20). Frock density varied widely dur-
ing most forays (table 21). There e¡as a significant
dif f erence (N.2=91 .14r df =8, p<0.001) in f Lock density
among the three coordinated foraging strategies (r'ot-
lowing, Nucleus, semicircre) , lower densities being
most common in Following. Directional changes and
bill dipping were arways initiated by foragers in the
leading edge of the Following flocks that were fitmed.
Near synchronization of birr dipping occurred when

dipping by foragers in the front of ftocks was almost
immediately copied by neighbouring pelicans. Such

synchrony rarery occurred and was only maintained for
two to five successive biII dips.

Nucleus: Movement patterns and bitl dipping were more

highly coordinated for Nuclei than Following. Though

normally a dense circular frock, Nucrei also formed an

elliptical shape prior to moving towards and encom-
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Table 21. Number of forays in which each flock density predominated for
the four strategies having more than one pelican (percentage of total
time that each strategy was at each density is provided in parenthesis).

Flockl Foraging Strategy

Density Aggregation Fol lowing Nucleus Semicircle

Very Low 0 (0) e(10.4) 8(4.e) 0(0.s)

Low 2 (36.2) 3s (2e.3) zq (ft.o) o (2.8)

Moderate 3 (60.4) 32 (33.3) ¡1 (15.8) 3 (1g.5)

Dense 0 (3.7) 31 (25.0) r43 (43.6) 14 (44.8)

very High 0 (0)

Total Time2 6.9

1(1.e) 6e(23.7) 4(33.4)

213 .5 639. 3 45 .2

1 S.. Methods for definiton of density categories
2 Totul Time (min) that each foraging strategy was observed
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passing a portion of the shore (rlg 9D, t). pelicans
in Nuclei turned at similar rates and moved faster,
but not significantly so, than other group strategies
(rabre 20) - Distance between flock members was nor-
mally less than one body rength (Dense to very High
density) and varied rittle during forays (rabte 21).

Near synchronization of birl dipping in Nuclei vlas

manifested as a sequentiar wave of descending heads,
initiated at the front and moving towards the rear of
the group. This occurred in 21 .6% (¡¡=37 ) of the Nuc-
Iei filmed. Synchrony in these instances was main_
tained among most members of the frock for up to
approximately 20 dips, then dipping became asynchro-
nous. Nucrei containing 100 to 2ooo pericans usuarly
had one to three subsections of 5 to 30 foragers
located in the reading-downstream edge of the flock.
Bill dipping within these subsecLions was synchronous,
but out of phase with the rest of the flock.

Semicircle: This was the most highly coordinated
strategy. Movement patterns, flock speed and bill
dipping $rere almost perfectly synchronized among al1
flock members throughout forays. pelicans usualry
maintained a half-circle formation, but occasionaly
formed a closed circre prior to the onset of birl dip-
ping (rig 9E). unrike other strategies, positional
changes among flock members were never observed. Turn
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rates and flock speed were simirar to other group
strategies (rabIe Z0). Distance between foragers,
normally less than one body tength (dense or very high
density) ' varied rittle during forays (rabre 21).
During synchronized birl dipping, an individuar wourd
raise its head, slowr.y exLend its neck and rernain in
that position until arr. other flock members vrere posi-
tioned in like fashion; arr frock members would then
strike the water simultaneously with their bitls.
Flock members then rearigned themselves into a harf-
circle prior to the next birr dipping seguence. The

time between dips was significantry ronger for semi-
circles than for other strategies (rable 20), but the
degree of dipping synchronization was much greater.
Dipping often became asynchronous when one or more

foragers captured prey. Foragers then made one to
five rapid dips prior to reforming into a highry coor-
dinated f1ock.

Frequencv of occurrence of foraqino strateqies. The mean

number of foraging pericans observed during surveys of Dau-
phin River varied significantly among strategies (rable 22).
sit-and-wait was the rarest foraging strategy. Though never
observed during surveys, it represented 4 of. 1026 (0.4%)

flocks sampled during focal bird and group samples. Most
(75%) were seen at night. During spring surveys, few peli-
cans foraged as Mobile rndividuals or within nocturnal



Table 22. Mean + s-d. number of foragers per survey using different strategies durrng surveys of Dauphin River rn the

day and at night.

Spring Day

'85
Ni ght

r(p )2

Period surveys Individuals
NMo

Summer Day 16

'85
Night 9

r(p)2

18

9

2 -6t3.294

1.110.604

r - 19(>0.20)

76.7lti9. t9a

55.2182.654

0.12(>0.70)

4 .8r3 .4BaSpri ng Day 28
'86

Aggregat i on

t1.5t47 .07b

0.010. 00b

1.04(>0.30)

4 .8t9 . 73b

iqt.ott95.o3a'b

9.36(<0.00s)

8.4x20.77b

1 
See Tabte 20, footnote; Sit-and-wail foragers were never observed during surveys

2 Day-night comparisons were for the areas extending from 0 to 4 km and 12 to 1l km from the river mouth

Foraging Strategyl

Fol lowing Nucleus

9.3t t 0.04c

3.7t5.324

2.13(>0.10)

23.5t23.904

22.2t33.694

0.21(>0.60)

34 -4¡42 -74c

24 .0134.90d

154 .4x78.42c

15.05(<0.001 )

194 .3x272.364

403 . 7t394 .04b

s.20(<0.025)

ée.qtoo.qzc

Semicircle

2.6t6.994

1 .4t2 . 964

0.02(>0.80)

0.0t0.00c

0.0t0.00c

1 .3t3.94ô

21 .46 < 0.001

30.02 < 0.00 1

34-52 < 0.001

34.52 < 0.001

63.64 < 0.00 1

\oo
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Àggregations or semicirctes (rable 22). pelicans frequentry
used Following, especiarly in 1996, but Nucrei predominated
during most surveys. rn spring, only Nuclei demonstrated
significant temporal variation and contained more foragers
at night than during the day. Remaining strategies were
slightly, but not significantly, more abundant during the
day. rn summer, most pelicans foraged within Nuclei. semi-
circles were never observed in summer. significantry more
summer foragers participated in Aggregations and Nuclei at
night than during the day (rable 22). Mobile rndividuals
and Folrowing contained slightly, but not significantly,
more pelicans during the day.

Foraginq strateqv and frock sizes. Flock size arso vari_
ed significantly among foraging strategies (rabre 23).
Flock size for Mobile rndividuals ?¡as, by definition, arways
equal to one. Mobire rndividuals were the most frequently
seen flock, while flocks employing sit-and-wait, Àggregation
and semicircle strategies were the rarest. Flock sizes for
Folrowing tended to be smarler than for Àggregations or sem_

icircres and h'ere arways significantry smaller than Nuclei.
Nuclei and Àggregations usually had the largest flocks.
only Àggregations demonstrated significant day-night varia-
tion in flock size, and then only in summer (tabre 23). The
range of frock sizes for Àggregations (z-goo), Folrowing
(2-100) and Nucrei (2-2000) were large in comparison with
Semicircles (2-30).



Table 23. Mean f s-d.

at night (N flocks

Season Period Individual

flock size of foraging

in parenthesis).

Spring Day 1.010.00(46)
r85

Night 1 .0t0.00( 10)

K(p)2

Summer Day 1 .0!0.00(1227')
'86

Night 1.0t0.00(497)

K(p)

strategies observed during surveys of Dauphin River in the day and

Aggregation Fol lowing

Spring Day 1.0r0.00( 135)
'86

103.5t136.47(2)

12.9i8.75(6)ô

90.6t72.12(14)a

5-07(< 0.025)

14.7r15.93(16)

1 See Table 20,
su rvey s

2 
See Table 22,

Foraging Strategyl

4.9t2.90(34)a

3.711.58(9)a

1.16(>0.20)

8.5t6.42(44)a

7.7t8.98(26)b

2.72(>0.05)

footnote; Mobi le

footnote2

Nucleus

36.0t31.23(tZ)ò

4t -g!44 -04(zg)b

0. /2 ( >0.30 )

194.3125s.70( t6)b

BB.6t1 12.68(41 )a

2.29(>0.10)

Individuals not included in analysis; Sit-and-Hait foragers were never observed during

5.5t5.62(176)b 29.2t32.68(56)c

Semicircle

11.5r8.70(4) 26.41 <0.001

6.5x2-12(2) 22.98 <0.001

12.3t2.52(3) 101.54 <0.001

33. 3B < 0.00 1

43.36 < 0.00 I

\o
N
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Formation and restructurinq of foraqino strateqies. From

12% to 92% of. foraging flocks recruited at least one perican
during a foray (rable 24). Recruitment freguencies, defined
as the percentage of flocks attracting pericans, did not
differ significantly among foraging strategies during the
day. At night, ForJ-owing had the signif icantly highest
recruitment frequency. Recruitment frequencies for Nucrei
did not differ significantry (xz=1.q2, p>0.20) between day
and night. Recruitment frequencies for Forlowing were sig-
nificantly higher (N2=29.4s, p<0.001) at night (rabre 24).

Mean number of pelicans recruited by Nuclei during day-
time forays was significantry higher than for any other
strategy. At night, mean number of pelicans attracted to
Nucrei was significantry higher than for Following but simi_
l-ar to Mobile rndividuals. Semicircles recruited the fewest
number of pericans during both day and night (tabre 24).
All foraging strategies attracted more pelicans at night
than during the day; statistical significance Ì{as reached
for Mobile rndividuars (t=3.26, df=g, p<0.02s), but not Fol_
lowing (t=1.61 , df=30 r p>0.05) or Nucreus strategies
(t=0.49, df=42, p>0.30) .

Foraging strategies were occasionally formed through the
restructuring of existing flocks (table 2s). The frequency
with which this restructuring, or strategy switching,
occurred during forays differed significantry among strat-
egies (x2=55.53, p<0.001 ) . Strategy switching rarely



Table 24- Recruitment of peìicans to each type of foraging slrategy during the (A) day and at (B) night in 1986 (N flocks

in parenthesis).

variablel

Initial flock size

Percent recruiting

N recruited

Initial flock size 1.0t0.00(2)

Percent recruiting 33.3(6)a

N recruited 36.5t17.68(2)

1.0r0.00(B)a 20.010.00( f )

24-2(331 12.5(8)

7. tt10.20(B)a'b 6.010.00( I )

lnitial flock size = mean t s.d. flock size prior to recruiLnlent; Percent recruiting = proportion ofstrategy attracting at least one pelican during a foray; N recruited = mean t s.d. ñum¡àr ôf pelicans
Values in same row having different superscr¡pts are significantly different at Þ=0.0t (Mann-Whitney(2 x 2 X'? test)

Aggregat i on

Foraging Strategy 2

Fol lowing

4.111.45(20)b

18.2(1r0)

6.3i8.16(20)a

4.1t2.35(t2)a

e2.3(13)b

21.5!41.28(n)a

Nucleus

14.9t10.56(22)c

14.1(156)

26.8x34.94(22)b

32.2t23.40(22)b

13.4( t64)a

31 -2!23.01(22\b

Semicircle

6.7t1.53(3) K=39.94 < 0.001

15.8(19) X'=2.40 >0.05

2.0t1.00(3) K=11.52 <0.01

Iest

9.3r5.13(3)

33.3(e)a

9.715.51(3)

K=21 .03 < 0.001

x¿=48.03 <0.001

K=6.69 < 0.01

flocks of a given
recruited per foray

U test) and at p=0.05

\o
rÞ



Table 25. Frequency of changes between foraging strategies during forays.

Strategy Changed to:

Mobi le Individual

Aggregat i on

Fol lowing

Nuc I eus

Mobi
Indi vidual

Semicircle

% Change(N)2

Q7)1

2

6

4

0

30.8(39)u'b

1

2

Aggregat i on

values on the diagonal represent N forays in which foraging strategy
Proportion of flocks o{.a given strategy that changed from one type
ber of flocks of specified strategy in parenthesis); See Table 24,betical superscripts

Initial Strategy:

0

(3)

4

Fol lowi ng

1

0

62.5(B)a

4

4

(113)

12

Nucleus

0

0

13

(303)

4

5.3(320)c

5

18.1(138)b

Semicircle

0

0

6

2

(20 ¡

28.6(28)a'b

did not change

to anothe^r during a foray (total num-
footnote ¿, for description of alpha-

\o
UI
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occurred for Foll0wing and Nuclei (rable 25), while Aggrega_
tions and to a lesser extent Mobile rndividuars had the
highest frequencies of strategy switching. The combined
frequency of strategy switching for uncoordinated flocks
(uobile rndividual, Àggregation) was significantly higher
than for at1 coordinated strategies combined (36.2%, N=47

vs. 10 .3%, N=486 ; X2=23.92, p<0. O0 1 ) .

whereas Folrowing flocks reorganized into arr other
strategies, Nucrei switched only to Forlowing and semicir-
cles. The percentage of uncoordinated flocks forming semi-
circles was significantly rower than the percentage forming
either Following or NucIe i (O.O%, N=9 vs. 31 .3%, N=48;
x2=5.1 0, p<0.025) . Restructuring of frocks thus appeared to
occur along a continuum: Flocks lacking coordination did
not form semicircles, Following flocks could be restructured
into any other strategy, and the two most highry coordinated
strategies did not become uncoordinated Mobire rndividuars
or Àggregations (rable 25).

New foraging strategies sometimes formed immediately
after pelicans either departed from or were recruited to a

frock. This occurred in 26.9% (¡l=52) of all flocks during
the day and 7 .7% (¡¡=13 ) at night. À signi f icantly higher
percentage of foraging frocks switched strategies during
daytime f orays than at nighÈ (32.2%, N=326 vs. 16.2%, N=207 ;
X2=5.46, p<0.001).
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Positionar changes among flock members that did not
produce a change in foraging strategy were common in Forlow-
ing and Nucrei whenever many fish were captured. Àt these
times, individuals rocated near the rear of the flock often
svram into and sometimes displaced birds directly in front of
them. As the frock approached shore, many foragers near the
rear woul-d move to the leading-downstream edge of fl0cks by
rapidry swimming around other flock members. Àlmost con-
stant frying of foragers from rear to front of Nuclei con_
taining more than 100 pericans v¡as common whenever many
large fish were being captured. This "1eap-frogging,, fre_
quentry occurred in the early afternoon and around dusk in
summer.

Factors infruencino foraqinq effort and success

search effort, how intensely a forager sought out food,
was estimated from rates of bill dipping. Foraging success
rr'as based on prey capture rates and, when appropriater câp-
ture efficiency.

Foraqinq strateqies. Rates of bilr dipping differed sig_
nificantly among foraging strategies (rabi-e 26). sit-and-
wait foragers and Mobire rndividuals serdom dipped their
bi11s, while Aggregations and Forrowing frocks usuarly had
intermediate rates of dipping. rn spring, Nucrei and semi-
circles consistently maintained the highest rates of dipping
during both day and night, This trend was ar.so present dur-
ing summer nights.
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Tðble 26. l4eðn: s.d. ra¡e of (A) bill dipping and (B) prey capture Þer foray for each foraging strategy (¡l forays in

DArenthesis).

Forðging Strategyl
lr-and- l"lc.ht

Sedson Pericd Hôit Individual Aggregation FollowÍng Nucleus Semicrrcle K D

A2

sÞring Day 1.2110.00( 1 ) 1.42!2.86(4) 0.70rr.79( 12)a 4.29r3.28(57)b 4.50!1.77(2\ 18.93 <C.0Ci
'85

Night 0.3910.24(2) 0.OOIO.O0(4) 
- 

2.2312.96( l0)¿ 8.6014.02( 166)b 7.73!2.64(11)ó 32.64 <0.Ccr

K;9 0.8f;>0.30 44.73;<0.001

Summer Day 0.8010.71(3) 0.1010.20(4) 2.96!2.30(2) 3.1013.21(47) 0.3310.00(1) 
-,85

Night 0.00t0.00( 1 ) 1.0011.67(5) 2.15r3.40(4) 1.29i1.71 (3) 4.0813.88( 142) 3.04i1.27(5) 9.14 <0.025

K; p 2.28;>0.10

Sprin-o Day 1.62t2.7g(2g)a 4.11i3.87(7)b 3.5914.24(102)b 6.4113.r8(152)c 7.8412.36(19)c 74.72 <0.0c1
'86

Niqh'L t.B2!3.08(6)a 3.6410.00(1) 4.87t4.4s(26)a 6.98J3.81(16r)b 6.8213.3i(9)a'b 15.23 <0.0c5

K; p 0.00;>0.90 2.21;>0.10 1.85;>0.10 1.02;>0.30

92
spring Day 0.4010.00( I ) o.ooio.o0(4) o.ozio.09(12)ô 0.63i0.81(57)b 0.2710.38(2) 13.64 <0.001

'85
Night 0.i5r0.05(2) o.ool0.o0{4) 

- 
o.o8ro.25(10)a'b 0.07i0.25(i66)a 0.i9i0.35(r1)b rg.o¡ <0.0c1

K; Þ 0.04;>0.80 60.71;<0.001

Summer Day 0.0010.00(3) 0.00i0.00(4) 0.0010.00(2) 0.1110.32(47) 0.00i0.00(1) 
-'85

Nisht 0.0010.00(1) 0.0010.00(5) 0.00i0.00(4) 0.00i0.00(3) 0.0210.13(142) 0.00¿0.00(5) 0.65 >0.70

K; P 9.89;<0.005

spring oay 0.r4r0.44(29)a 0.29t0.50(7)b 0.2410.49(r02)b 0.3ir0.3r(t5r)c 0.38É0.35(19)c 56.76 <0.001
'86 Nisht 0.00i0.00(6) 0.0010.00( I ) 0.0910.26(26) 0.02i0.05( 161 ) 0.05i0.07(9) 6.92 >0.05

K;p 0.66;>0.40 1.72;>0.10 131.08;<0.001 10.76;<0.001

1_
5ee taDle lu,100tn0te

2 
Dip rate = N bill dips x bird-1x mÍn-1; Capture rate = N prey captured x bird-1x min-1



among strategies, but

spring (rable 26).

coordinated strategies
few exceptions to thi

search effort and foraging success Ì{ere compared between
semicircles and ar1 other strategies seen foraging at
approximately the same time (tls rnin) and place. Neither
dip rates nor time required to capture the first prey item
during a foray vtere significantly different between strat-
egies (rable 27). Mean rates and efficiency of capture were
also similar, but were greater for semicircres than other
strategies in a significant proportion of forays (table 27).
since this positive effect was not due to increased search
effort (aip rate) or to a reduction in foraging time
required to locate prey, foragers in semicircres were evi-
dently more often faster and more efficient at prey capture
after prey v¡ere located. semicircles were not onry the most
highry coordinated strategy, but remained as a cohesive
flock for significantry longer than other strategies (table
27).

video recordings reveared that flock movements and birl
dipping were also highly coordinated in many Nuclei. Near
synchronization of bill dipping occurred in 21.6% (H=37) of
all Nucrei. These more highly coordinated Nuclei had higher
dip rates than other Nuclei (6.013.g1, n=g vs. 3.3!2.46 bill
dips x bird- 1 x min- t , n=29) t=2.43, p<0. o2s) . capture

Capture rates also differed
ences were significant only in
rates r,Iere usually highest f or
both day and night. There were

99

di f fer-
Capture

dur i ng

s rule.
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Table 27. Mean t s.d. values

circles and other types of

(t15 min) and location (N

for foraging parameters

flocks foraging at the

forays in parenthesis).

between semi -

same time

Variablel Semicircles
0ther

strateg i es
% sc?

h i gher px2

Dip rate 6.50t2.90(37)

Capture 0.18t0 .29(37)
rate

Capture 0.03t0.05(3i)
efficiency

First 40.1t48.90(26)
capturea

Foray 195.01123.94(28)
duration

6.50t4.15(138)

0.17t0.37(138)

0.03t0.08( 138)

35.3t43.81 (99)

54.3(162) 1 .21 >0. 10

65.7(108) 10.71 <0.005

63.2(117) 8.21 <0.01

43.3( 104) 1.88 >0.10

153.5t91.24( 153) 63.9( 147) 11.44 <0.001

Dip.ratç = N.bill dips x biSq-1 x min-1; c-apture rate = N prey caprurçd
x bird-I x min-r; C,apture efficiency = N prey captured x N'biif dips-l.First capture¡ =_!Íme (secs) from onseL o-f fôray'untÍl first prey
captured, vùrgre flock formation obsenred; Foray duration = time (secs)
from onset of foray to departúre of flock
Percentage of.(N) forays in vùrich semicircles had higher values, for
a given foraging variable, than other flocks foragin[ at Ehe same time
and place
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rates for the highly coordinated Nucrei were not signifi_
cantly di fferent from other Nucrei ( 1 .6+2.13 , n=g vs.
1.1!1.37 captures x bird- r x min- 1, n=29; t=0.g1, p>0.40).
This evidence thus suggests that the amount of synchron íza-
tion of birl dipping in Nuclei does not infruence the amount
of prey captured. However, only highly coordinated Nuclei
captured large fish.

Effects of prey capture on search effort. I t was pre-
dicted that intensity of search woutd increase whenever prey
were captured. This hypothesis rvas tested by comparing bilr
dipping of the focal bird imrnediatery before and after the
initiar capture of prey during a foray. Both dipping time
and inter-dip intervars were shorter significantly more
often immediately after than before prey capture (rabre zg).
Pelicans thus responded to prey capture by dipping faster
and more frequently. There was, howeverr flo J_ong term dif-
ference in dip rates extending from 30 seconds before and
after prey capture (rable 2g). Increased search effort
immediately folrowing prey capture vras therefore maintained
for only a short period.

Flock size and social facilitation.
flock size on dip rates as an indicator of
tion was tested using flocks in which no

prey. During both day and night, dip
increase with flock sizes up to about
reached an asymptote or declined (nig 10).

The influence of

social- facilita-
forager captured

rates tended to
100 (120), rhen

A weak (Iow 12
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Table 28. Influence of

first prey captured

prey capture

during forays

bill dÍpping.

1985.

Based on the0n

in

Variablel
N

Perrod forays
Before

c aptu re
After

capture
lo

dec rea sed Y2

Dipping
time

Day

Night

1 .4t0.72

1.5r0.80

3.0t3.77

2.5t3.15

8.9t3.90

1 5. 1t8.01

1 .2t0 .8 1

1 .3r0.73

2.9r3.69

2.0t4.13

9.515.02

14.6x7 .99

67

46
65 .4 (81 ) 7 .72 <0.01

64.1(103) 8.17 <0.005

47.5 ( 5e ) 0.15 >0.60

Inter-dip Day
i nterva I

Night

67

43

Di p rate Day

Night

36

¿/

Dipping time = period (secs) in wtrich the birl was struck into and
subsequentry raised from the water; rnter-dip intenral = period (secs)froy g1d of one dip to onse! of next; Dip rale = N bilt dips x-bìrã:I'x min-r, 30 sec before and after first piey capture

Percentagg of (}{).rtrays in rnÈrich single values, for each variabre,
were smaller inmediately.after than before firs! prey capLure; day
and nÍght combined for X2 test.
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Figure

dip

any

and

10. Relationship between flock size and rnean t s.e.
rates for forays in which no prey lvere captured by

flock member during (a) spring 'g5, (g) summer 'g5,
(c) spring '86.
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values) but statisticalry significant positive rerationship
existed between flock size and birr dipping throughout both
spring seasons and during summer nights (tabre 29). This
rerationship between frock size and dip rates r,¡as stronger
at night than during the day. Taken correctively, these
results suggest a positive effect of group size on dip
ratesr âs predicted by the sociar faciritation hypothesis.

Effects of flock size on capture rates were more variabre
(rig 11). rn spring, daytime capture rates v¡ere highest for
flocks containing 21-100 foragers in 19g5 and 2_20 foragers
in 1986. There was no detectabre rer-ationship between flock
size and capture rates at night.

search Þaths. The rate at which pelicans turned during a
foray provided a measure of the straightness of search paths
and of area restricted search. A f orager v¡as said to have
made one turn when it changed its orientation by 90o, moving
either downstream, upstreamr oF towards either shore. rt
was predicted that pelicans wour-d concentrate their foraging
around the site of prey capture (area restricted search) by
increasing their rate of turning. During dayright hours in
both yearsr mean time between turns $ras much higher after
than before prey capture (zg.4t1 g. 1 2 vs. 1 2.4!1 1 .5g sec ,
N=105 ) - rn 84.6% (¡¡=104 ) of arr cases, durat ion between
turns increased immediately after prey capture (N.2=49.g5,

df=1, P<0.001). Àt night, duration between turns was aLso
higher after than before prey capture (4s.s'=gz.7g vs.
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Table 29. Regression of dip rate on flock size.

Sea son Per i od Equation of line r'

Spr i ng

'85
Day

Night

Day

Night

Day

Night

39

163

0 .71

5.77

1 .08

2.70

1.51

3 .81

0 .03x

0 .03x

0.00x

0.01x

0 .01x

0.03x

4.72

20.10

2.38

14.57

6.71

12.46

0.208

0.200

0.102

0. 163

0. 135

0. 195

y=

J-

37 !=
97 !=

l=

!=

+

+

+

+

+

+

<0 .025

<0.00 1

>0.10

<0.00 1

<0.005

<0.00 1

Summer

'85

Spr i ng

'86
B9

106
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Figure LL- Relaticnship belween flock size and mean t s.e.
capture rate during forays in (a) spríng 'g5, (B) summer

'85, and (c) spring 'g6.
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14.69!12.74 sec, N=72). rn 91.7% (H=72) of all cases, time
between turns was longer after prey capture (x2=50.00, df=1,
p<0.001). rn contrast to the prediction, pelicans responded
to prey capture by turning less frequently, and thus did not
exhibit area restricted search.

Time of dav. Dip rates peaked around dusk, and v¡ere sig-
nificantly higher at night than during the day in the spring
of 1985 (t=8-34, df=265, p<0.001 ) and 19g6 (t=4.37, df=478t
p<0.001 ) (Fig 12Arc) . capture rates, in contrast, were rela-
tively low throughout the night and significantly higher
during the daytime in the spring of '19g5 (t=6.39, df=265,
p<0.001) and 1986 (t=9.65, df=474, p<0.001). rn summer,
major peaks in birl dipping occurred around 1100 hrs, 1900
hrs and from zloo hrs to 0300 hrs (rig 128). summer capture
rates were not high at night, and peaked in dayright at
approximatery 1100 hrs and 1900 hrs. Dip rates in summer

v¡ere similar between day and night (t=1 .73, df=210 t p>0.05);
capture rates were significantly higher during the day
(t=2.24, df=210, p<0.0s). rigure 12 suggests that a strong
positive relationship existed between dip and capture rates
during the day, but not at night.

Location aronq the river. Mean rates of bilr dipping and
prey capture were always higher in the intermediate river
habitat than downriver (table 30). Rate of bill dipping
usually increased as foragers approached shore (rable 31 ) ,
and was always highest within 10 m of shore. capture rates
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Figure 1,2. Relationship between

rates of bill dipping and prey
(¡) summer '85, and (C) spring

time of day

capture in

'86.

and mean + s. e.

(n) spríng '85,
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Table 30. Mean + s.d. rate of bill dipping and prey capture in downriver

and intermediate habitats during the day (N forays in parenthesis).

River habítat2

Variablel Season Downriver Intermediate K p

Dip Spring '85 0.0410.09(9) 4.11!3.2/+(63) L7.53 <o.oo1
rate

Sunrner'85 1.9410.00(1) 2.77t3.16(53)

Spring '86 1.5313. L4(34) 5.51t3.68(240) 33.93 <O.OO1

CapEure Spring'85 0.0010.00(9) 0.5810.79(63) 8,32 <0.005
rate

Su¡rmer '85 0.0010.00(1) 0.1010.30(53)

SprÍng'86 0.0710.24(34) 0.3010.40(240) 28.LO <0.00j_

1 S." Table 26r footnote2

2 S"" methods for definítion of habitats



Table 31. Mean t s-d- rate of (A) bitl dipping and (B) prey capture in relation to distance of flock from

shore.

Season Period

1

A' Sprlng Day

'85 Night

Summer Day
'85 Night

Spring Day

'86 Night
1

B' 5prlng Day

'85 Night

Summer Day
'85 Night

Spring Day
'86 Night

0-9

4 .013.45

10.7!17 -14

5.4!4.92

8.8r5 .40

6 .4t4 .08

1 0 .2t4.08

59. 7183.20

9.5134.9 1

16.2!43.19

3.0t16.17

33.2!41 .23

4.0!15.1?

Distance from shore (m)

10- 19

1 .1!2.45
7 .4t4.90

3.2t4.06
5 .6t5.79

0 .7x2.75

2.913.39

20.1!95.77

1 0.3143.30

1 I .0t35 .76

2.2!20.85

1.7110.89

0.4x2.29

20-29

1 S.. Table 26, footnote2

0 .6t2.37
5 . 'lt5 .44

1.4!2.11

3.5r4.3 I

0.1t1 .29

1.6t4.05

11 .2!40.82
4 .0t26. 63

1.8!11.72

0.9t8. 74

0.0t0.00
0 .212 .00

30-39

0.0t0.00
4.615.6 1

1.2t2-51

1 .7t3.69

0.2t0.94
0.4t 1 . 31

0.0t0.00
0.0t0.00

0.0t0.00
0.0t0.00

0.0t0.00
0.0t0.00

40-49

0 .0t0 .00

4.016.5 1

0.9t2 .69

1 .3r3.32

0.311.00

0.3t1.18

0 .0t0 .00

0.0t0.00

5.1123.38

0.0t0.00

0.1t0.39
0.0t0.00

N

158

405

164

348

564

485

158

405

164

348

563

485

-0.454

-0.208

-0.369

-0.449

-0.562

-0.639

-0.269

-0.103

-0. 1 63

-0 .08 1

-0.40 1

-0 .157

p

<0.00 1

<0.00 1

<0.00 1

<0.00 1

<0.00 1

<0.00 1

<0 .01

>0.20

>0. 10

>0.60

<0.00 I

<0.00 1

J

o
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also increased as foragers approached shore; this reration_
ship was significant during daylight hours in spring 19g5

and both day and night in 1996 (fable 31). Most prey !¡ere
captured cLose to shore, in water ress than 1 m in depth
during the day (gg.4%, N=2374) and night (g4.g%, N=421).

Flock densitv. changes in frock density occurred during
73.5% (N=215) of forays sampred in the day and 6g.o% (H=1zz)

at night. At the onset of forays, flock density was normar-
ly moderate to very 1ow. Foragers normarly tried forcing
their v¡ay from the rear to the front of Nuclei and Folrowing
flocks that were approaching shore. This caused frock mem_

bers to congregate into a progressivery smalrer space.
Flock density increased immediatety prior to, and during,
bill dipping and decreased rapidly foJ.rowing the cessation
of dipping by the entire frock. During both day and night,
dip rates increased with flock density (rabre 32). onry for
low and moderate densities vrere dip rates significanLry
higher at night than the day. capture rates also increased
with flock density (tabte 32). Daytime capture rates h'ere
significantly higher than at night for moderatery dense to
very dense flocks.

Location within flocks. Forlowing and Nucleus strategies
containing 5 to 300 pericans (62t66.0 pelicans, N=40 ftocks)
were filmed. Dip rates were significantry higher in the
front than either the middre or back section of these flocks
(rable 33), and dip rates in the middre were significantry



Table 32. Mean t s.d. rate of (A) bill dipping and (B) prey capture of different flock densities in 1986

(N flocks in parenthesis).

Period Very low

A2ouy

Ni ght

K(p )

a2ouy

Night

K(p)

0.6711.56(29)a

0.00t0.00(12)a

3.37 (> 0.05 )

0.0310.f5(29)a

0.00t0.00( 12)a

1.78(>0.to)

Low

0.3911.0e(72)a

1 .36!2. 32 ( 34 ) 
b

10.77 (<ô.oor )

0.00t0.01(7Ðb

0 .00t0 .00 ( 34 ) 
a

0.28(>0.s0)

Flock densityl

See Table
a
' See Table

Moderate

20,

26,

2 .79t3.64 ( 67 ) 
b

4.30t3.95(47)c

4 .4e (<0.05 )

footnote; flock density categories are defined in methods

footnote2

Dense

o.16to .41(67)a 0.39t0.40( I t9)c

0. 01r0 .04(47)u'b0.02t0.06( 103 )b

5. 31 (<0.02s ) Bs. e0 (<0.001 )

7 .78¡4.04 ( 1 19 )c

7.49t4.50( 103)d

0.48(>0.40)

Very dense

9.e4r4.22(44)d

12.08t4.78(59 )e

3 .42(>0.05 )

0.44t0.42(44)c

0 .04t0. 07 ( 58 ) 
c

31.02(<0.001 )

I
il

ir

1 86.04

1 16.99

<0.00 1

<0.00 1

1 49.38

49.23

<0.00 1

<0.00 1

N)
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Table 33. Mean r
(N=40), middle

in 1986-

s.d. values for foraging

(N=26), and back (N=40)

variables in the front

sections of flocks filmed

Location in flock2

Variablel Front Middle Back x2

Dip rate 6.00t4.004

Capture rate 0.26t0.+34

3.49r2.38b

0.05t0.08b

3.8113.37c

0. 1 5t0.3+b

0 .02t0.04b

43 .87 <0.001

20.76 <0.001

10.13 <0.001Capture
efficiency

0.0410.054 0 .0 1 r0.02

1

2

See Table 27, foo1noLe!

Sign tests vrere used.to compare foraging variables between sections ofsame flock. varues in same'row haviñg ãirfãiã"| superscriprs aresÍgnificantly different at ¡-0.05
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rower than at the back. capture rates were significantly
higher in the front than in the other two sections but did
not differ between the middle and back sections of flocks
(rabre 33). capture efficiency was significantly higher at
the front than the back section of frocks. compared to the
back section, foragers at the front were faster and more
efficient at capturing fish. The strongest correlation
between dip and capture rates (r=0 .747, n=39, p<0.001 )

occurred within the back section of flocks. Prey capture
arso increased significantly with dip rates in the front
section ( r=0 -410 , n=40, p<0.001 ) , but not the middle of
flocks (r=0.184, n=27, Þ>0.30).

Prey size

The proportion of captured fish in the very smarl catego-
ry were significantly different (x2=36.29, df=3, p<0.001 )

for Àggregations (1oo%, N=1 1 ) , Forlowing (g7 .g%, N=1 o6) ,
Nuclei (66.7%, N=895) and semicircres (s0.6%, N=g3) . The
prey of pelicans using coordinated strategies consisted of a

higher proportion of rarge fish than for those emproying
uncoordinated strategies (X2=3.gg, p=0.0S). prey captured
by semicircres consisted of a significantly greater propor-
tion of large fish than for either Following (xz=2g.66,
p<0.001 ) or Nucrei (x2=8.00, p<0.00s). rncreased ability to
find and/or capture rarge fish may thus be one of the main
benefits of coordinated strategies.
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During the day, the proportion of captured fish crassed

as very small that were obtained in water less than 0.5 m in
depth (67.6%, N=1039) was not significantly different
(x2=0.62, p>0.30) from the proportion in deeper water
(73.3%, N=60). At nightz significantJ_y more (x2=3.57
p<0'05) very small fish were captured in shallow than in
deep water (18.9%, N=132 vs. O.O%, N=9).

Frequency of prey capture increased with decreasing prey
size (rable 34). Relative number of captures of varying
sized fish differed significantry between day and night
(x2=220 -26, df=4, p<0.001 ) . significantry more smarl and
very small fish were captured during the day than at night
(x2=20.03, p<0.001). The percentage of unidentifiable prey
was significantly higher at night than during the day
(xz-16.58, p<0.001 ) , due presurnabry to a reduction in visual
acuity at night.

video recordings reveared that a forager,s position with_
in a flock had a significant effect on the number of differ_
ent sized prey that ri'ere captured (3 x 5 contingency anary-
sis; x2=25.85, df =6, p<0.001) (nig 13). The proportion of
fish captured in the front that were very smarl (g4.4%) was
higher than in the middle (62.s%) or back (gs.7%) sections
of flocks. rn contrast, large and very rarge fish were onry
captured in the middle and back sect ions of f l0cks (r:.g 1 3 ) .
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Table 34. Frequency of capture of different

and night in 1986.

prey sizes during the day

Prey sizel

Period Very small SmaIl Medit¡n large Very large unknov¡n

Day

Night

Total

67.7(722)

17 .7 (25)

67.4(747)

23.2(2s0)

se.6(84)

27.4(334)

8.0(86)

s.0(7)

7.6(e3)

1. s(16)

8. s(12)

2.s(28)

0.2(2)

9.2(L3)

L.2(ts)

54.s(2363)

6s.4(408 )

s6.1(2771)

1 N pr"y captures of each sÍze expressed as a percentage of totar N
captures identified (N prey of èach size caplured Ín"parenrhesis). See
methods for defÍnition of prey sizes
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Figure L3. Number of prey of various sÍzes captured at the
f ront, mÍddr-e and back sections of f rocks (r¡ f rocks in
parenthesís).
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Temporal dispersion of prey captures

To determine whether or not the number of prey captures
by flocks were randomly distributed in time, totar number of
prey captured within each of the 477 forays observed in 1 9g6
v¡ere compared to a poisson distribution. within most for_
âys, fish were either captured in rarge numbers or not at
alÌ, especially during the day (ri9 14). significant non-
randomness in prey capture was present during both day and
night. A variance to mean ratio test (ettiot 1977) further
suggested a contagious distribution of fish captures during
both the day (rndex of dispersion (r)=13.37; xz=3757.g6,
df=9, p<0.001 ) and at night (t=30.7sg; t2=5970.63 2 df=4,
p<0.001 ) .

Runs tests were employed to determine if prey captures
occurred at random time intervals within forays. compari_
sons invorved taburation of the number of runs of unsuccess_
ful and successful birl dips, one run being the number of
sequential bilr dips not resulting in prey capture, the oth-
er run being the number of sequentiar bill dips resulting in
prey capture. During forays, initial prey capture vras often
followed by successive captures. Runs tests revealed that
prey captures $¡ere significantry crumped within forays dur_
ing both day and night (rabre 35A). À runs test was arso
used to test for randomness in the seguence of successful
forays occurring within 30 min of each other. During the
day, there r{ere 1 to 20 min-rong periods of f oraging in
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Figure 74. Frequency distribution of the number of forays
in which 0, t, 2. . . .n prey r¡¡ere captured during the
(a) day and (B) nighr.
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Table 35. Number of runs

with prey capture and

do noL and do capture

of (A) bi I I dips, during

(B) successive forays in

prey.

forays, without and

which flock members

Per i od

Day

Nisht

Day

Night

42

63

90

52

36

85

Runs2

(52.4)

(65. s )

146 (3s3.3)

8e (13s.8)

<0.025

(0.30

< 0 .001

<0.001

2.28

0 .46

16.20

6.94

478 279

86312

(A) *j = total number (N) dips without
captured
(B) *j = N forays without prey capture
forays with prey captured

Observed N runs of prey capture plus no
provided in parenthesis)

Prey capture, Nk = N prey

by any flock member, *O = N

capture (expected N runs
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whích no prey vrere captured by any flock. These periods
were forlowed by the rapid and abundant harvest of fish by
several flocks in succession. This v¡as refLected in a sig_
nificant crumping of successfur and unsuccessfur forays dur-
ing the day, but not at night (fable gSe).
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Di scuss i on

Prev capture techniques

Àmerican white pericans usualry captured prey by dipping,
or striking, their bill into the water, but other tech_
niques, including kreptoparasitism and scavenging, vrere arso
noted. Kreptoparasitism is common to many species of birds
(Rand 1954, Brockman and Barnard 1979). Most comnon are
cases of interspecific kleptoparasitism, with gul1s or terns
being species which commonly stear prey from piscivorous
hosts (schnell et ar. 19g3, Hoffman et ar. 19g1). rntras_
pecific kleptoparasitism has been reported for Double-crest-
ed cormorants, numerous peruvian seabirds and Àmerican white
Pelicans (Bartholomew 1942, Duffy 19g0, o'Ma11ey and Evans
1983 ) .

Both scavenging and intraspecific kleptoparasitism
appeared to be fortuitous feeding methods rarery used by
pericans at Dauphin River. Kreptoparasitism attempts prima-
rily occurred when large fish were captured by a potential
host. A reratively high probabitity of parasitism may part-
ly exprain why peJ-icans arways turned or flew away from
their foraging frock immediatery after capturing a rarge
fish. Às at Dauphin River, few instances of intraspecific
f ood thef t were f ound f or pel icans at Grand Rapids (o,l,tarley
and Evans 'l 983 ) .
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Foraqino strateqv continuum

American white pelican foraging strategies fert arong a

continuum of coordination from single birds to semicircres.
Àggregations involved grouping by 2 or more birds, but there
vras no coordination of movements or bilr dipping among peli-
cans using this strategy. rndividuars searched for food in
the same general area, but were not otherwise oriented with
respect to each other. Following flocks showed more coordi_
nation among participating members, in that pericans for-
lowed each other and the frock moved in one direction, some-
times with coordinated dipping. High stability in flock
structure and near synchronization of activities in NucIei
and semicircles suggests that these strategies were more
highry coordinated than Forlowing. semicircres achieved the
highest level of coordination, exemplified by highry syn-
chronized dipping.

rntensity of search appeared to vary inversely with rever
of coordination in foraging strategies at Dauphin River.
Dispersal of uncoordinated, independentty searching foragers
presumably a110wed a larger area to be searched. These
individual foragers had the highest turn rates, suggesting a

high level of rocarized food searching. Rates of birr dip_
ping and prey capture were also rower for uncoordinated
strategies, which suggests they were searching for rather
than harvesting prey. when the availability and./or size of
prey increased, the most highly coordinated strategies were
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Nucrei and semicircres had the highest rates of
biIl dipping and prey capture.
egies also captured the 1argest

Iess coordinated than Nuclei,
Iar to Aggregations.

Pelicans using these strat-
prey. Following, which was

had a prey capture rate simi-

Strategy switching ar-so ferr arong the same continuum.
Mobile rndividuars and Àggregations seldom restructured into
NucIei or Semicircles. Following frequently changed into
all other strategies. Arthough Nucrei and semicircres fre_
quently reformed into Folrowing frocks, they never reformed
into uncoordinted flocks. Strategies generally switched
from less to more coordinated after prey were captured.
This relationship supports the idea that more coordinated
strategies were more effective at harvesting prey. The
shift to less coordinated flocks occurred after prey capture
rates dropped off. pelicans could thus shift from one frock
type to another depending on the food resource. The contin-
uum of foraging strategies thus extended from singre birds,
best suited to searching a rarge area for prey, to semicir-
cles which were the most efficient at capturing prey.

one objective of this study v¡as to assess the hypothesis
that the most effective strategies wourd be the most common.
some support of this view was obtained. Most pelicans for-
aged in Nuclei, which had the highest capture rates and
recruited the most nev¡ foragers. Conversely, Semicircles
were rare but had high capture rates. The infreqency of
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occurrance of this strategy suggests the possibility that
these flocks formed and functioned optirnarry only under rare
and specific conditions. In the cases where formation of
semicircles were observed, frock initiators were pelicans
that had been foraging, within approximatery the previous 10

min, in that area. From recent foraging experience, peli-
cans may be able to assess prey characteristics such as
their abundance and distribution. Learning about prey abun_
dance or location is a common attribute of foraging in many
species (nrebs 1979). The rarity and high success of Semi_
circles could thus be due to the occurrence of speciar con-
ditions of prey crumping at the time of their formation, but
further work is required.

Cooperative foraqinq

cooperation occurs when participating members of a group
benefit from the presence of each other (Brown 1g7s). coop-
eration is thought to be especially irnportant in securing
resources normally unobtainable to individuals (Grier 1gg4).
social carnivores rike African Hunting Dogs (Lvcaon pictus)
and worves (canis rupus) cooperate in the capture of rarge
prey items (nuhme 1965, Mech 1g70, 197s, zimen 1975, 19g1).
Prey herding is arso thought to invor.ve a degree of coopera_
tion and functions to concentrate prey into an area where
they can be easily captured. Bartholomew (1942) reported
seeing large 'IJ" shaped flocks of Double-crested cormorants
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that drove large fish schoors forward.. In pericans, semi-
circres, with their high degree of synchronization and high
success ratesr represented the most highly cooperative for-
aging strategy observed. The efficiency and rate of prey
capture were much higher for semicircles than any other type
of flock. pericans in semicircles also captured larger fish
than those using other strategies.

Studies by Goss (1Bgg) and Cottam et aI. (1942) also
provide accounts of cooperation in which pelicans form a

line or semicircle and drive fish into sharrow water or trap
prey by forming an ever-decreasing circle around a school of
fish. The abirity of a semicircular formation to trap fish
was demonstrated by Ànderson (19g7); pelican models were
arigned into a semicircre and were used in concentrating
carp into progressively smarrer schools that were driven to
shore. African white pelicans also formed semicircres which
are similar in shape and size to those used by pelicans at
Ðauphin River. Wirtz (1986) discovered that Great white
Pericans using semicircres were five fold more efficient at
prey capture than were solitary foragers, Àt Dauphin River,
Nucrei were also highly coordinated, although less so than
semicircles- Nucrei sometimes spread into an erriptical
shape when moving through the sharrows towards shore r su9-
gesting they arso functioned on occasion for driving fish.
Following appeared to represent a much ress well deveroped
example of cooperative foraging.
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Nocturnal foraqinq

significantry more pelicans foraged at Dauphin River at
night than during the day. Nocturnal foragers vlere usualry
concentrated into a few ì-arge Nuclei. unlike daytime, when
soritary foragers vrere common and dispersed along the river,
Mobile rndividuals erere not common at night and foraged for
onry short periods. During daytime, solitary foragers courd
watch each other and join f10cks that rl,ere successfully
catching fish. At night, darkness probably prevented forag-
ers from seeing each other and joining together over large
distances by means of rocal enhancement. under these condi_
tionsr a'y benefits of group foraging would be best achieved
by maintaining large, dense flocks.

sit-and-wait was the rarest foraging strategy used by
pelicans at Dauphin River and was mainry observed at night.
The back and forth head movements of these foragers suggest
that they were constantry scanning the water surface for
prey. Lowered right revers at night and the rack of body
movement presumably provided effective camoflauge for forag_
ers using a sit-and-wait strategy. High efficiency of prey
capture at night suggests that these foragers were abte to
see their prey prior to bill dipping. sit-and-wait is
thought to be adaptive for capturing mobile prey (Huey and
Pianka 1981, Toft 1991). Great Brue Herons, snowy Egrets
(Eqretta thula) and Northern shrikes (Lanius exubitor) all
use sit-and-wait foraging techniques (Mc¡¡ichorr 1972, Des_
Granges 1979, owen 1980, rtzkowitz and Makie 19g6).
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Pelicans dipped their bills more frequently and tor rong-

er periods at night than during the day. This form of prob_
ing appeared to function as an effective search strategy
when prey r1'ere not readibry visibre. since most pelicans
infrequently turned their heads in a searching manner, it
appears they were not using visual means to I0cate prey at
night. The wood rbis (Mvcteria americana) atso uses a form
of probing in capturing inconspicous prey when hunting in
very turbid waters (Owen 1 9gO ) . As with other probing
birds, it should be beneficial to capture prey rapidly after
contact is made. Estimated handling time below water for
pericans was (0.2 sec) 3.5 times shorter at night than dur_
ing the day (O.Z sec).

Factors infruencinq foraqinq effort and success

Effect of prev capture on search effort. A predator that
uses area restricted search concentrates its foraging around
an area where prey have been captured (rinbergen et ar-.
1967)' smith (1974arb) demonstrated that area restricted
search was a strategy adapted to feeding on clumped prey and
that the benefits procured wourd increase with prey abun_
dance. Àrea restricted search has been documented in cocci_
nelid beetles (edatia decempunctata) and grazing stream
insects (Baetis tricaudatus) (oixon 1959, chandrer 1969,
Kohler 1984).
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rn contrast to the predictions of area restricted search,

turn rates for pelicans decreased after the initiar capture
of prey. unlike species showing area restricted search,
most pelican frocks captured prey after they had turned and
started moving towards shore. To be effective, area
restricted search requires that prey be sedentary. ?he
adoption of linear, rather than area restricted, paths after
prey capture wourd seem more adaptive when herding mobire
fish prey. Forward search paths wourd essentialry move per-
icans up a gradient of increasing prey abundance as fish
were concentrated into successively srnaller spaces near
shore. Thus, a form of mobir-e search, correrating with the
changing location of mobire prey, appears to be a better
description of pelican foraging after prey capture than sim_
ple area restricted search, which is mainry relevant for
sedentary prey.

Prey capture can arso affect other aspects of searching.
For example, woodcocks (Scolopax minor) used shallow, widely
spaced "exploratory" probes prior to contacting prey (Rabe

et aI. 1983). upon capturing an earthworm, woodcocks rapid-
ly probed their bilrs more deepry into soil adjacent to the
site where prey were captured. Pelicans similarly changed
the periodicity of bilr dips. rmmediately folrowing prey
capture, the frequency of bill dips increased and the dura-
tion decreased. since prey were clumped in space and time
(rig 15, Table 35) , t.he probabirity of capturing a second
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fish should have increased after the first one lras secured.
By changing their pattern of birr dipping, pelicans in
effect concentrated their immediate search in or near the
area where prey were captured. The concentration of bill
dipping combined with forward motion after prey capture sug_
gests a nonrandom foraging pattern designed to maximize the
utilization of aggregated but mobile prey.

Frock size and sociar facilitation. Some benefits com_
monly associated with foraging in groups incrude increased
food-f inding ability (Krebs et ar. 1972, pitcher et al-.
1982) , increasing prey availability as with the herding of
fish (Bartholomew 1g42), increasing capture efficiency
(zimen 197s, 1981, Bertram 197g) and increased ability to
capture larger prey (pimrott 1967, Mech 197s). For pericans
at Dauphin River, spring capture rates were highest for
flock sizes of 2 to g0 during the day and 2 to 40 at night.
Low capture rates observed for exceedingry rarge frocks may
have been largely due to increased competition for a Iimited
resource. rndividuals that joined such large fl0cks may
have done so at the expense of rowered foraging success in
the remaining flock members. Hatch (197s) found that Laugh_
ing Gulls (1. atricilra) which joined conspecifics that vrere
chasing and attempting to stear fish frorn terns (sterna
spp.) benefited at the expense of flock initiators.

Flock size and densi

which foragers search

may also affect the intensity with
prey. Thorpe ( 1 9S6) described

ty

for
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social facilitation as contagious behaviour where the action
of one animar elicits the same behaviour in another. since
the frequency of occurrence of a socialry faciritated behav_
iour is dependent on the proximity of other animars, an
increase in its rate of expression is expected to occur when
the number or density of participating animals increases.
rn agreement v¡ith the social facilitation hypothesis, dip
rates of pelicans at Dauphin River increased with both flock
size and density. Dip rates increased with fl0ck size up to
flock sizes of 120, then dectined sharply (nig 11). The
decrine in dip rates for very rarge frocks may suggest a
behavioural limit to socially facilitated bilr dipping.

Time of dav. Although rate of bill dippinq was lowest
during dayright hours, freguency of prey capture was highest
at this time. High visual acuity during daylight may partly
account for 10w dip rates and high capture rates at this
time. Diurnal foragers were frequently seen moving their
heads as though scanning the water surface prior to striking
the water with their bill; such behaviour suggests pelicans
were searching for and able to l0cate prey visually during
the day' High capture rates during the day may also reftect
reLatively high abundances of smaII fish. Yel1o¡+ perch,
darters and minnows form many smalr schoors that are most
active in sharrow water during spring days (Emery 197g, Harl
and Werner 1977).
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Foraqer rocation. The foraging success of pelicans vari-

ed among habitats, in reration to water depth, and with for_
ager location within frocks. Rates of bill dipping and prey
capture were both higher in the intermediate than the down_
river habitat. pelican abundance was arso greater in the
intermediate habitat (chapter 1 ), suggesting that pericans
readily discriminated between foraging habitats and concen_
trated where foraging success h'as highest. Many other spec-
ies are known to concentrate their search in areas of high_
est prey densitites (Goss-custard 1970, smith and Ðawkins
1971, smith and sweatman 1g74, Barnard 19g0a, Barnard and
stephens 1981). smith and sweatman (1974) also demonstrated
that Great tits (parus maior) increased the arnount of prey
captured by selectively searching in areas having the high_
est prey densities.

The present study demonstrates that an inverse rer_ation_
ship existed between distance from shore and foraging suc_
cess of pelicans. l^lhen ]ocated farther than 10 m f rom
shorer oo flock mernber attempted to capture prey. As peri-
cans approached sha110w water near shore, both dip and cap_
ture rates rose suddenry. The presence of rarger numbers of
f oragers in sharr.or+ water ( see chapter 1 ) may be rargery
explained by relativery high foraging success in these are_
as. Previous studies have provided quaritative evidence
which suggests that pelicans prefer to forage near shore
(Hatt 1925, o'Mal1ey and Evans 19g4). Ànderson's (1987)
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study further suggests that shallow water benefits pelicans
by allowing them to concentrate fish and drive them towards
shore where they can be more readiry captured. For pelicans
at Dauphin River, it was not possibre to determine whether
prey abundance was higher near shore and/or foraging flocks
v¡ere herding fish into the sharlows. However, the systemat_
ic movement patterns of Nucrei suggested that prey herding
may have been operative: Nuclei occupying a 1O m2 area
would suddenly spread out into a 20 to 50 m long line and
individually orient perpendicular to shore, then move
towards and encompass a large portion of the shore.

Disparity in foraging success within coordinated strat-
egies also occurred between the front, middle and back sec_
tions of flocks. pericans rocated near the front of forag-
ing flocks had the highest rates of birl dipping and prey
capture' rn these flocks, Þelicans 1ocated near the rear
often moved around conspecifics in order to obtain forward
positions. rn frocks capturing rarge numbers of fish, such
as those in the summer, pelicans frequently fr_ew from the
rear to leading edge of the flock. such movement patterns
were similar to the "1eap frogging" described for p. ervth_
rorhvnchos by Ànderson (1gg7) and for p. onocrotarus by Mur_
ray (1969). pericans apparently attempted to maximize their
rate of prey intake by positioning themselves near the front
of flocks.
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Despite having rower capture rates, pelicans located near

the rear of coordinated foraging flocks captured a higher
proportion of large fish than pelicans located near the
front. potentiar foraging benefits, in terms of prey biom-
ass captured, ât the rear of fl0cks rnay to some extent have
offset higher rates of capture of small fish at the front of
f locks.
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